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as capital

EU)AD BECK
1 PARIS

DR. Ron Pundak, a dose aide to

Minister Yossi Beilin and a lead-

ing negotiator of the Oslo ac-

cords, says he is “sore” that a
Palestinian stale with Jerusalem
as its capital wiB be created with-

in three years.

Inan interviewwith the French
weekly L’express published yes-

terday, Pundak emphasized that
such a scenario win becoaie nsaBF
ty under two conditions; terror

attacks against Israel cease and
the Palestinians prove their sin-v cerity to coexist with IsraeL

Pundak, a professor at Haifa
Uzdyersity, compared the future

state to the Vatican, with its own
government, administration and
laws, but totally demilitarized.

Pundak revealed that negotiators

have examined the possibility of
creattag two murndpafities in Jeru-

salem, a Palestinian one for areas

. with a Palestinian majority and an
- Israeli me including Gilo, Pisgat

Ze’ev, and Ma’afch Adnmim .

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

told CNN yesterday that Jerusa-

lem will neverbecome a dual co-
ital, butwffl remain only the capi-

tal of Israel.

Itim reported last night that

Peres would hold a meeting with

King Hussein next week in Jor-

dan, where the two will discuss

the aftermath of Grapes of
Wrath. This could not be con-
firmed last night.

Police raid

PA police

_ station

in Jerusalem
BILL HUTMAN

A POLICE station operated by
the Palestinian Authority in east

Jerusalem has been uncovered

and two senior Palestinian securi-

ty officials in the city were de-

tained, Jerusalem police an-

nounced yesterday.

A handful of Palestinians sus-

pected of being PA policemen

were also held.

A 42-yearrOld Emariya resi-

dent, who police claim tuns the

PA’s security apparatus in east

Jerusalem, was detained at the

Palestinian police station on
Monday. A secretary was also de-

tainedwhen police raided the sta-

tion, which is located in Wadi

Joz.

A police spokesman said the

station was shut down and docu-

ments were confiscated which

hnk the suspects with the lridnap-

pings of several Palestinian resi-

dents suspected of criminal

wrongdoing. The alleged crimi-

nals had been taken to a Palestio-

(Conttaned on Page 4)
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UN: Kana
attack was
deliberate

L1AT COLLINS and news agencies

Likud MK Arid Sharon, surrounded by security personnel, attends a rally in Hebron yesterday against IDF redeployment.
(Stoty, Page 3) #
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Darawshe: Peres promised to release

Yassin after change in PLO Charter
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

promised two months ago to re-

lease Hamas religious leader

Sheikh Ahmed Yassin if thePLO
Charter was changed, MK Abdul
Wahab Darawshe alleged last

night, but aH aide to the premier
- who participated in the meeting

insisted that Peres only promised
to consider doing so.

This official horn the Prime
Minister's Office said last night

that as it stands now Peres has not

dedded to release Yassin, nor is

there a decision to release him af-

ter the elections. There were hints

from senior officials last night that

a derision to release Yassin may
be talked to information provided

by Yassin on the whereabouts of

Ban Sa’adon’s body. Yasan wts
imprisoned in 1989 for being

aware that such a kidnapping was

about to.take place, without noti-

fying the authorities.

The officials also hinted last

night that same security officials

were recommending Yassin’s re-

lease. but insisted this was not a

unified recommendation of the se-

curity establishment

In an interview last night, Dar-

awshe said that during a private

DAVID MAKOVSKY

meeting he andMK Taleb a-Sanaa

held ^h Peres two months ago,

“the prime minister promised to

release Sheikh Yassin if the Pales-

tinians keep their promise to

change the charter. Peres said such

a move would create a new atmo-

sphere in die country, which will

allow him to release Yassin and 60

Israeli-Arab prisoners who are

held largely for political offenses

[such] as being members of Fa-

tah.” Darawshe said he and other

Arab MKs are scheduled to meet
with Peres on Sunday and he will

raise the matter of releasing

Yassin.

“Tbe PLO changed the charter.

Now Israel must keep its side of

the bargain, and release Yassin

immediately and not wait until af-

ter the elections," he said.

Speculation about Yassin's re-

lease has grown due to a variety of

factors, including the courting of

the Arab vote.

While acknowledging Peres is

concerned with obtaining the Is-

raeli-Arab vote, Darawshe insist-

ed. “we are not in anybody's pock-

et” and again reiterated threats

that Israeli Arabs would withhold

votes from Peres if be doesn't sat-

isfy their demands.

In an interview initiated by
Channel 1 a few days ago, Yassin

expressed de facto recognition for

the Palestinian Authority. Security

sources said last night that Hamas
issued a statement from abroad

after the interview saying Yassin’s

statements would only be credible

if made while not being held by
Israel.

If indeed Yassin recognizes the

PA’s legitimacy once out of pris-

on, this could further strengthen

PA Chairman Yasser Arafat’s

hand.

Arafat has repeatedly asked
Peres to release Yassin. Acceding
now could be a gesture to Arafat's

efforts to emb Hamas terrorism,

while at the same time officials

say, underscore that the PA leader

is not anti-Islamic. In addition,

there are constant concerns about
Yassin's health, and there is fear

that if his health deteriorates,

there would be an outbreak of
terrorism.

THE United Nations said yes-

terday it was unlikely Israel's

shelling of a UN base in

southern Lebanon was the re-

sult of technical errors, as Is-

rael contended, but this could

not be completely ruled out

“While the possibility can-

not be ruled out completely, it

is unlikely that the shelling of

the United Nations com-
pound was the result of gross

technical and/or procedural

errors,” the report said.

Foreign Minister Ehud Barak

earlier told UN Secretary-Gener-

al Boutros Boutros-Ghali yester-

day that the IDF’s relationship

with the UN in Lebanon would

be damaged if the UN report

blamed Israel for deliberately

shelling the Kana camp.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

accused critics of forgetting that

the IDF troops who shelled Kana

were defending themselves from

Hizbullah fighters.

“It’s already forgotten what

happened. What happened is that

Hizbullah launched an aggressive

initiative firing Katyushas, send-

ing suicide attackers, sending a

hang glider with explosives, firing

at Israeli array positions day after

day after day," Peres said on

Army Radio yesterday.

“We waited, we spoke with the

Americans, we spoke with the

Syrians. It didn't help and after-

ward we sent units to prevent the

firing of Katyushas. When this

unit was attacked, it had a right to

defend itself,” Peres said.

“I think it was a scandal that

Hizbullah men were permitted

into the camp without letting us

know about it," Peres said

IDF Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen.

Amnon Lipkin-Shahak, follow-

ing an appearance before the

Knesset Foreign Affairs and De-

fense Committee yesterday, told

reporters that “only a twisted

mind could believe Israel set out

to deliberately fire on the UN
camp at Kana.

1 ’

Shahak said the Dutch UN of-

ficer investigating the incident

appeared to believe Israel had

something to hide, but this mis-

conception arose from the differ-

ent starting points of the investi-

gations. Whereas Israel's aim was

to find out how such a mistake

came about on the understanding

it was unintentional, the UN’s

starting point was to find out why
Israel fired on the camp.

Shahak also related to the film

of a drone (pilotless plane) shown

Hying above the camp. He said

many drones had been used in

southern Lebanon during the

campaign, but none were over

the camp before the incident. He

said this is the answer the IDF

originally gave the UN.
After evidence that a drone

had been seen above Kana, the

IDF carried out another investi-

gation which showed that a pilot-

less plane had flown there after

the bombardment, when Israel

realized that something was
wrong and sent the drone as part

of the investigation.

“The conclusions reached and

hints made by the UN are untrue

and very incorrect,” Shahak told

the committee according to an

official briefing.

A senior IDF Intelligence offi-

cer told the committee that Syria

ordered Ahmed Jzbrfl to pass on

(Continued on Page 4)

TV election

campaign ads

begin today
SARAH HONIG and MCHAL YUDELMAN

06051004

THE election campaigns switch

into high gear today with the dis-

appearance from regular radio

and TV newscasts of all candi-

dates and the official launching of

political propaganda broadcasts

on television.

The broadcasts will appear on
rhtmnftt 1 at 8:40 p.m. and on

Channel 2 at 10-30 p.m. For half

an hour, viewers will be able to

sample a preview of coming at-

tractions for the next three

weeks.

The television broadcasts are

aimed in particular at the “float-

ing” voters, who are stiD amena-

ble to influence. They amount to

no more than 2% to 3% of vot-

ers, but even this could be

crucial

Though considerable sums
have been spent on the produc-

tions, the parties admit that the

effectiveness of TV campaigning

may be far lower than in previous

campaigns, when the monopoly

of Channel 1 and the absence of

alternative cable programming

made viewers a captive audience.

The Likud yesterday showed

reporters some of what it had

been putting together at the Ne-

veh llan studios near Jerusalem.

Eyal Arad, one of the party’s

strategists, said that in contrast to

previous years, the Likud will opt

for short, fast-paced spots, as

seen in American campaigns.

In one such ad, Peres is de-

scribed as “detached, from reality

when he depends on Arafat" He
is shown walking hand in hand

with Arafat and smiling broadly.

“Such a ‘team poses a danger,”

viewers are told.

Other dips will feature disen-

chanted Labor Party and Meretz

supporters who have decided to

vote for the Likud’s Binyamin

Netanyahu for prime minister.

MK Dan Meridor, who beads

the Likud strategy team, said his

party “will concentrate on our

own message Mid not get side-

tracked by reacting to Labor
provocations. They will not dic-

tate our agenda."

The late Yitzhak Rabin, Prime

Minister Shimon Peres, and hun-

dreds of youngsters wfli be the

main figures in Labor's television

broadcasts.

Labor is planning a sharp at-

tack on Netanyahu, which will

include negative statements

about him by candidates on his

list.

Footage of Rabin and Peres

will also be broadcast, to remind

voters that Peres is the heir to

Rabin’s legacy and is continuing

his peace policy.

The broadcasts show Peres sur-

rounded by hundreds of youths

singing one of the campaign jin-

gles - “We are with you” - and

hugging and kissing him. The

clips are intended partly as an

answer to the issue raised by the

Likud's campaign about Peres’s

advanced age, compared to

Netanyahu.

Labor's information campaign

staff has also collected hundreds

(Continued on Page 9)
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Cease-fire watch group
to meet in US on Friday

THE first meeting of the group monitoring the

Operation Grapes of Wrath cease-fire wQi take

place here on Friday, a US official said yesterday.

Meanwhile. Foreign Minister Ehud Barak is

to discuss increased security and counterterror-

ism cooperation in a meeting this morning
with Secretary of Stale Wanen Christopher

that follows up the agreement signed here last

week by President Clinton and Prime Minister

Shimon Peres.

Barak will also meet with Omani Foreign

Minister Yousef Bin-Alawi before returning

home.

The specific framework, base, and composi-

tion of the monitoring group has not yet been
decided and will be discussed when the group

convenes, the US official said.

US special Middle East coordinator Dennis
Ross will chair Friday's meeting, the official

said. It is unclear whether Israel will be repre-

sented by ambassador Itamar Rabinovich

and/or peace team cbief Uri Savir, who is

HILLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON

scheduled to be in Washington to address a

Jewish forum the same day.

The cease-fire brokered by Christopher two

weeks ago calls for a panel consisting of the

US, France, Israel. Syria, and Lebanon to han-

dle complaints and possible violations of the

agreement.

“We believe we should have a mechanism
that is efficient and not overly top-heavy in

terms of personnel to help sustain the cease-

fire," the US official said.

Assistant Secretary of State for Near East

Affairs Robert Pelietreau said yesterday that the

group is meant to “investigate complaints and

make recommendations" and would provide

“an alternative to [an] escalation of fighting.”

Meanwhile. State Department spokesman
Nicholas Bums criticized the “unreality” of the

UN's handling of the April 25 Kana bombing

With the deepest sorrow we announce the

passing of our beloved husband and father

BERNARD AARONSON
The funeral took place in Jerusalem yesterday,

May 7, 1996.

Shiva at Rehov Harav Berlin 22, Jerusalem.

Deeply mourned by

his wife: Esme Hadassa
his son and daughter-in-law: Raphael Z. and HagK
his daughter and son-in-law: Chana and Chaim Newman

his brother: Bill Aaronson
his grandchildren and great-grandchildren

Israel: PA must halt

work on airport
,

JON IMMANUEL

With deep sorrow we mourn the passing of

JEANNETTE ROZENBLUM
nee Galst

The funeral took place in Jerusalem.

Mourned by:

Her husband, Marc Rozenblum
The Rozenblum, Hanau
and Sherman families

Shiva is being observed until Monday morning

(May 13) at 22 Rehov Ahad Ha'am, Jerusalem.

Shaharit: 6:30 a.m. Minha: 7:15 p.m.

On the fourth anniversary of the death of our dearest

EIRAN SOBELMAN V’ti

who fell in the battle against terrorism,

a memorial service will be held at

the Segula Military Cemetery, Petah Tikva,

on Thursday, May 9, 1996 (20 lyar 5756), at 5:00 p.m.

We shall leave from 3 Rehov Prof. Shor, Petah Tikva,

at 4:30 p.m.

The Family

ISRAEL told the Palestinian

Authority yesterday that it could

not continue work on building an

airport at Rafah, in Gaza, until

security arrangements have been

worked ouL
Government coordinator Maj.-

Gen. Oren Shahor told PA
Planning Minister Nabil Shaath at

a meeting in Jerusalem that the

security arrangements would dic-

tate the layout of the airport and
must be completed before the air-

port is constructed.

Everybody arriving in or depart-

ing from Gaza through the airport

will have to go through Israeli

security.

Shlomo Dror, Shahor 's

spokesman, said Shahor and
Shaath agreed to set up three sub-
committees on security, aviation

and civD affairs.

Palestinians have almost finished

preliminary work on the runway,
which was moved 10 degrees in

February after Israel complained
that it jutted onto land under
Israel's exclusive security controL
However? Israel wants the cus-

toms terminal built partially on its

security strip to facilitate Israeli

security inspections.

Meanwhile, Palestinian police

yesterday handed Israel 30 kilo-

grams of explosives, and belts to

hold them, assembled for use by
suicide bombers. The material

was found by police in recent

searches in Gaza.

PA president Yasser Arafat is to

present his new cabinet, expect to

consist ofup to 25 members, today

at a meeting of the 88-member
Palestinian council in Rafah.

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing

of our wife, mother, grandmother

and great-grandmother

DINA ELZAS-LEVISON T’t

The funeral took place on Tuesday, May 7, 1996,

at Har Hamenuhot, Givat Shaul, Jerusalem.

Mourned by:

Her daughter: Channah Vedder and fcmily

Her son: Aijeh Elzas and family

Her daughter Hadas Polak and family

grandchildren and great-grandchildren

Swiss bank
investigation

wrongly tarnishes

company which
aided Jews

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

World Union for Progressive Judaism
Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism

Belt Shmuel
Israel Religious Action Center

express deep sympathy to the

Scheuer Family

on the untimely passing of

RICHARD J. SCHEUER, Jr.

May His Memory Be For a Blessing

AN American investigation into

whether Swiss banks misappropri-

ated Jewish assets during World
War II has tarnished a Geneva
company whose chairman, by all

accounts, used his considerable

contacts in Europe to aid Jews
during the Holocaust

It is “unjust" that the company,
Sociele Generate de Surveillance,

has become a symbol of Swiss

banks' culpability, sources said.

“SGS tried to help Jews," said

Gerhart Riegner. the longtime
head of the Geneva office of the

World Jewish Congress, who in

August 1942 warned the West
about Hitler's plan for the “Final

Solution."

“It is absolutely false to suggest

that the company would retain any
assets of those persecuted by the

Nazis," SGS spokesman Friedrich

Sauerlander said yesterday.

In addition to his clandestine

efforts to save Jewish assets, then

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE - JEWISH INSTUTE OF RELIGION
The President, Chancellor, Board of Governors, Administration, Faculty and Students

record with deepest sorrow the untimely and tragic death of

RICHARD J. SCHEUER, Jr.

Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to his wife, Sylvia, his children, Benjamin, Adam and
Simon, to his loving parents, Joan and Richard J. Scheuer, to his sister, Marian, and his

brothers, Danief and Jonathan.

His memory will be a blessing, lor he was a blessing.

Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman, President
Prof. Alfred Gottschalk, Chancellor
Prof. Pam m. Steinberg, Vice President

Mr. Stanley P. Gold, Chairman of the Board
Dr. S.Z&mai Abramov, Chair, Jerusalem Overseers
Prof. Michael L. Klein, Dean, Jerusalem

SGS chairman Jacques
Salmanowitz, a Latvia-born Jew.

was a financial backer of the

WJC.
Riegner, SGS, and numerous

sources now find themselves in a
delicate position. They expressed
grave concerns that by defending
SGS, they could be undermining
the legitimate, long-sought inves-
tigation of dormant Jewish assets

in the Swiss banks.

That investigation has been
energized by a cache of US intel-

ligence material from Operation
Safe Haven, the code name for a

US Treasury, Justice, and State
Departments effort 50 years ago to

find Nazi assets and loot
One of the first documents made

public focuses on SGS. Dated July

12, 1945, the document refers to

182 accounts held by SGS,
thought to be worth $2 million at

the time.

“[This SGS document] is vital to

understanding the issue of
Holocaust assets in Swiss banks,"
New York Senator A1 D’Amato
told the Senate in March, as he
revealed material from the
archives.

The evidence in this document
must be compared to Swiss
bankers' declarations that they had
no real assets in their possession,

D’Amato said.

However, SGS is neither a bank
nor a financial institution. It pro-

vides inspection and verification

services for freight and other
items in over 140 countries,

including Israel, Sauerlander said.

And “contrary to the Swiss
banks, this firm was trying to be
helpful* during the war, said
Riegner.

The Safe Haven document
refers to SGS accounts In 1945.

. i i& :

and commended Israel’s candor in “taking

responsibility” for the shelling of the UN base

that killed more than 100 Lebanese refugees.

“Where is Hizbullah? Havethey spoken out? Is

the UN going to ask Hizbullah for its side of the

story? Israel has taken its responsibility here.

Isael has stood up and been criticized and taken

a hit. Where is Hizbullah on this?” Bums asked.

He added that he expects Syria “will demon-

strate its interest in the peace process by its

actions” in the monitoring group and the even-

tual resumption of peace negotiations.

David Rudge adds

.

Syria and Lebanon have recommended that

UNlFIUs headquarters in Nakourajnside the

security zone, be the monitoring group’s base,

according to UNIFIL spokesman Timur GokseL
There have been media reports of some

thinking along those lines on the Lebanese-

Syrian side, but we have not received any offi-

cial communication on the matter from any of

the parties," Goksel said.
A42-year-oId Eizariya resident (center), -who police claim runs thePA’s security apparatus in east-

ern Jerusalem, is brought to court yesterday for a remand hearing. (BriaHendkrt

A small, but important step

Palestinian commentators said no
surprises concerning appointments

are expected, but that a moderate

Islamic figure may be appointed, as

well as one member of the People’s
- Party (former communists), which
opposes the Cairo accords. This
will not be party leader Suleiman

Najjab, as previously thought, who
is to remain a member of the FLO
executive committee.

Under the terms of the

Palestinian election law, Arafat

may choose 20 percent of his min-
isters from outride die counciL
Bir Zeit University, where

Hamas won the student leadership

last year, is due to have student

elections today. The result could
return Fatah to power, continuing

Hamas's reversal of fortune. In

KaDtilya. protests continued for a
second day yesterday against a
security wall which Kalkilyans

claim has been built on
Palestinian land and limits their

freedom of movement
Youths threw stones at soldiers,

who responded with rubber bul-

lets and tear gas. Seven were
injured when soldiers fired rubber
bullets and tear gas on Monday.
In Bethlehem, a protest against

land expropriation, and a wall

which has narrowed the road by
Rachel’s Tomb causing a bottle-

neck on the only exit to

Jerusalem, was joined by Leila

Khaled, the plane hijacker of the

1970s, who encouraged protesters

to shout anti-Israel slogans.

Khaled was permitted entry to

Palestinian autonomous areas last

month as a member of the

Palestinian National CounciL

THE Palestinian Covenant contin-

ues to arouse controversy. Twenty
eight Israeli academics signed a
newspaper advertisement which appeared yesterday

disputing claims that the covenant had not yet been

canceled.

“Due to announcements and commentaries sug-

gesting fraud by the Palestinian National Council at

its session of 24.4.96 on the issue of amending the'

Palestinian National Charter; we die undersigned -

university teachers and instructors in Middle East

Studies - would like to place matters in. perspec-

tive.”

The advertisement states that the PNC’s decision

“received by a great majority, with wide public sup-

port and wife sharp opposition from radical PLO ele-

ments, is an important step in die new formulation of
the covenant”
However, fee ad will hardly put the issue to rest

because it does not address the allegations feat a
mere step, however important, is not fee entire jour-

ney and is therefore a fraud ifpresented as such.

Allegations of fraud by some Israeli conunentators

havefocusedonferaepomtsThe language offeeded-
skxi could be takwn to indicate an intention to cancel

the offending articles in fee future, rather than immeefi-

ately. The resolution feat was passed does not specify

the precise articles to be changed. The resolution does

not give a deadline for producing a new charter.

However, the Arabic words used in fee resolution

are present tense, but can also refer to fee future;

And, even if it did refer to fee future, fee decision to

cancel the offending articles is still binding.

Since only the PNC as a voting body can take fee

decision to cancel its charter, fee articles must be
considered canceled since fee resolution has been

COMMENT
JON IMMANUEL

passed. Otherwise, fee resolution

would mean that fee PNC only
“ voted to allow itself to vote all over

agafn
,

and feat would be nonsense.

Though the resolution does not enumerate the can-

celed articles, neither fee Oslo accords nor the letters

of mutual recognition enumerate which of fee 33

articles are to be canceled. They presumably could

and perhaps should have done so, but they don’t.

In addition, the Oslo accords and the letters of

recognition do not demand that the Palestinians pro-

duce a new charter to replace the old one, so there

can be no time-limit on producing it, although fee

chairman of the legal committee which fee PNC
empowered to devise a new charter (not cancel the

articles in the old one) said it will be ready in three

months.
Until a new charter is produced and voted cri, there

is room for ambiguity, but feat ambiguity stems from

the Oslo accords themselves and win be cleared up if

and when fee new charter is produced.

Both rides are right in saying that the river which

was supposed to be crossed in one leap is being

crossed in two because an unexpected rock is serving

as a stepping stone. Still, it is a crucial step because

fee PLO is not on firm ground. It cannot balance

itself long cm this narrow rock without a new charter,

and it cannot realisticallyjump backwards.
It is true that in three years, after a Palestinian state

might have been created, fee PNC could vote to

reverse thisdedsion by atwo-thirds majority (unless

fee new charter says this decision is irreversible). But
that, like the possibility of a new charter feat wiU
include articles feat directly or by implication will

still caB for Israel’s destruction, is a statistical

improbability.
'

Hizbullah
calls for

total

boycott
on US
goods

BEIRUT (AP) - Under big ban-

ners saying “Death to America"
and “Death to Israel,” Hizbullah
leaders blamed fee United States

yesterday for Israel’s 1 6-day oper-

ation in Lebanon and called far a
boycott of US goods-
“Try to boycott as much as yon

can American goods. Buy
instead European, -Japanese.

Chinese or any goods. This
might force America to reconsid-

er its [Middle East) policy,”

Sheikh Mohammed Hussein
Fadlaliah, spiritual guide of the
Hizbullah told a mass rally in

south Beirut.

“There are people who shout
anti-American slogans while they
carry packs of Marlboro cigarettes

in their pockets,” be said. -“We
have to use economic

.
weapons

against America."
Hizbullah’s secretary-general.

Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah, also
addressed the rally, saying
Israel's assault had failed to
achieve its objective of destroy-
ing Hizbullah.

They came to Lebanon to
strike the resistance,” Nasrallah
said. “This is the objective of the
aggression. Had this objective
been achieved, Lebanon would
have been forced to unilaterally
sign a peace treaty [wife Israel]

and Syria would have been isolat-

ed so feat America and Israel

could impose their terms [for

peace]”

Kiryat Shmona
residents

demonstrate

Hundreds of Kiryat Shmona resi-

dents demonstrated against tire

government last night during a
celebration sponsored by the

municipality to make up for die
missed Independence Day festivi-

ties.

Housing Minister Binyamin
Ben-Eliezer attended, but Prime
Minister Shimon Peres, who was
scheduled to abend, canceled. The
residents carried black flags and
signs feat read ’Kiryat Shmona in

darkness.’ ldm

Bezeq cuts off PA’s

overseas service

after NIS 683,000

check bounces
JUDY SIEGEL

AT 6 pjn. yesterday, Bezeq cut

off all overseas calls from the

autonomous areas and fee bread-

casting link between Palestinian

Radio studios in Jericho and the

broadcasting station in Ramallah.

The action was taken after non-

payment of debts by fee

Palestinian Authority and a check
for NIS 683,000 from the

Palestinian Broadcasting
Authority bounced.

Bezeq said last night that fee PA
owesita total ofNIS 28.7 million

for telecommunications services,

including air time for cellular

phone calls and directly dialed
and operator-assisted (188) over-
seas calls. An advance of NIS 5
million that the PA had promised
to send to Bezeq by April 23 was
not paid. Because of a Moslem
holiday on that date, Bezeq
agreed to an extension till

Monday, bat no payment had
been received by yesterday, -

Bezeq said that two weeks ago
it had reached agreements wife
Mohammed Rashid, Yasser
Arafat’s economic adviser and

.

head of the Palestinian telecom-
munications unit, about how the

debt would be calculated.

Bezeq Director-General
Yitzhak Kaul said yesterday feat

fee company had demonstrated a
great deal of patience for the

Palestinians, but it could no
longer absorb the growing losses.

Bezeq is required to pay foreign

telecommunications companies
high foes for its phone traffic

abroad, he explained, adding, “as
a result, we are forced to cm off

outgoing overseas calls and the

Anti-Defamation League's National Lea
erahip Minion to Israel led by Dev
Strasster, National Chairman, and Abr
ham Fdxman, National Oractot

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
THE WEEKLY MEETING of the
Halt-making Jerusalem Rotary
wH take place today at 1D0 am. at ft

YMCA,
by study i

Japan.

THE YELLOW STOCKING by Lotte Eisenberg

Did Yehudi Menuhin really'stand on his head for Ben Gurion?
Who made a luncheon for .40 cardinals and got the Sr. Louis
Cardinals instead? When did W&zman visit Ben Gurion daily?

'-the manager of a hotel has to be dfecreet" -Mow she meals am
Hardcover, 184pp. NIS 60.00 pad. mall -ateotSA)

P.O.B. 6056 Jerusalem 91060
Tel: 02-3S0247 Fax: 02-386423

Listen to Arnts 7, .711 it43 AM 1 OS FM

T€LAVIU UNIU€RS!TV

INAUGURATION OF
THE LEON AND EUGENIE LEHRER CHA

FOR VISITING MATHEMATICIANS

. Lecture:

Professor Gustav Lehrer
TbeUniversityof Sydney, Australia

Mathematics'and Israel Eqnations for Peace

The pkiblic is Invited
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with PA, end

A POSSIBLE tMsw Likud govcm-
memwiD respect tbeintematkajd
agreements contracted by its pre-

decessor, bnt.wB act “to minimize

.

the dangers inherent in' these
agreements to Israel’s future and

'

security," says theliknd platform,

released for publication last night -

The platfcnm opens with a dec- .

laration that “the right of theJew^
ish peoptetolbeliind of Israel is

eternal and inaBenable, as is the
Jewish people’s right to security ,

and peace. Zionism is tbeoational ;

liberation movement erfdie Jewish, -

people and fulfQhnent of Zionist

goals w31 be given top priority*'

Immigration to Israel wfllbein-
.

creased, settlement enhanced and
the decision to freeze settlements

wfiTbe rescinded."

Peace, according to the open- -

mg, “wffl become a central objec- ..

tive for the government and it will

negotiate directly with Arab States
7

to achieve peace." Bntsecurity is

judged to be “the basis without

which a lastingpeace in this region

is not possible. Israel win make ,

certain that security is maintained
as a primary condition for any
peace arrangement.”

A Likud government, aaxjrdmg

SARAH HONIG

tothe platform, “wffl respect inter-

national ageements^.wffl continue

the diptomatic process in quest ofa
just and lasting peace, will recog-

nize facts created on the ground%
previous agreements, and will

strive to mmmrize the dangers in-

el‘s future and security.

“Israel win negotiate with the

PalestinianAuthority to achieve a
final status agreement on conxfi-

. tion that thePA folly lives up to aU
of its undertakings and, in particu-

lar, win nullify completely and un-
equivocally those clauses of the

. Palestinian covenant calling for Is-

rael's destruction, win prevent ter-

ror and win pot an aid to anti-

Israel incitement,” the platform

says.

Likud information drive head
MK limor Livnat said yesterday

that “should Arafat and the PA
indeed fully live up to their part of

the bargain, we w£H deal with ban
and meet with him.”
MK Eliahu Ben-EHssar, who

Ttfaxfc the Tilm'H platform commit-
tee, said last night that “a Likud

government will make sure that

Gaza and Nablus are not turned

into safe havens for terrorists. Our
aim win not be to retake these

cities, but we reserve the freedom

to send the IDF in and act, should

tiie need arise, and once our mis-

sion is accomplished we will poll

out”
Other points in tire platform

include:

•The government will enable Pal-

estinians to freely rim their own
affairs in the framework of an au-

tonomy. But foreign relations, se-

curity and those matters which re-

quire coordination will remain
under Israel’s control.

• The government will oppose the

creation of an independent Pales-

tinian state.

• Employment opportunities will

be developed in the PA areas to

reduce the number of Palestinians

working in Israel. The government
will seek to limit Israel’s depen-
dence on foreign labor.

• Jerusalem, muted and indivis-

ible, is Israel capital. The govern-

ment will outlaw activity to under-

mine the status of Jerusalem as

Israd's capital. PLO and PA insti-

tutions in Jerusalem will be dosed,
including Orient House.

*o.
.

•

• --Vtv.

Sharon: Thousands ofJews will five in Hebron

Youths from the Nature Reserves Authority pick op signs at Sha’ar Hagai as part of a nationwide effort to keep the

election campaign clean. (Isaac Etharar/Scoop 80)

Peres may appoint Arab m inister

if he forms next government

- ll -

- *

jrf

WITH tiie government stiff debas-

ing when' exactly the IDF will re-

deploy in Hebron, LikudMKAri-

el Sharon told thoBsands ofpeople

at a ratty there yesterday that he;

envisions thousands of Jews firing

in the dty well into the fixture.

Sharon said brad must contin-

ue to exert control over much of

Hebron, from Tel Rumrida to

Beit Wndanah, Belt Romano, the

Machpda Cave and KIryat Arba.

Agudat Yisrael

offers cheap

flights for

supporters ,

.

HERB KEWON '

AGUDAT Yisrael is sponsoring

low-priced airfare tickets to bring

eligible voters living in the US
add Europe here in order to vote

for the United Torah Judaism

party in the upcoming elections.

An advertisement that ap-

peared in the haredi dailies Ha-
modea and Yated Ne'enum ad-

dresses “Israeli citizens firing

abroad, who are eligible to vote.”

.The advertisement says Agudat
Yisrael offices in the US, En-
gland, Belgium and Switzerland

are equipped to determine
whether one is eligible to vote.

“Friend and supporter,” tiie ad
reads, 'if you have a relative or

acquaintance who is an Israeli cit-

izen currently abroad, yon should
contact him immediately and tell

him about this advertisement.”

The advertisement calls on
supporters to make sure that

their identification cards are in

“proper order,” and says that

“special cheap flights from the

US and Europe to Israel are be-

ing organized for supporters and
members of Agudat Yisrael who
are planning to come to Israel for

Shavuot.” Shavuot tins year is

just five days before the

elections.

The advertisement did not give

a price for the flights, but said

further information will follow.

HERB KEIWON

“just as Jews lived here for

4,00 years, many thousands of

Jews wfli five here fin- the next

thousand years,” Sharon said. ‘T

believe tiie days wifi come when
the Jewish settlement will contin-

ue to grow and prosper in

Hebron.”
After the rally held at the Avra-

faam Arina complex; hundreds of
people walked to tiie tomb ot Ut-

nid Ben Renaz fa southern He-

bron. Settlement officials said yes-

terday was the first time in

months the IDF allowed Jews to

enter tiie tomb of Otniel Ben Ke-

naz, who was the first ofthe bibli-

cal judges. Under the Oslo 2
agreements, control of this tomb
wifi be transferred to the Palestin-

ian Authority.

IF Prime Minister Shimon Peres wins the

elections, he will consider appointing an
Arab minister to bis cabinet. Peres said

after a meeting with Beduin party members
yesterday.

Peres also said that if he forms the next

government, he will propose the
construction of five to seven Beduin towns
and implement a master plan for 25 Beduin
villages in the North.

These plans are intended to solve housing
problems and improve the infrastructure in

the Beduin sector until the year 2020.

Peres is scheduled to meet with the

MICHAL YUPELMAN

leaders of the Arab parties on Sunday in an
effort to secure their support in the
elections.

Peres yesterday convened Labor MKs,
ministers, and campaign heads for a pep
talk as the party enters the last campaign
lap. He called on them to increase their

efforts - and especially their presence on
the streets - to create an atmosphere
conducive to Labor's victory in the
elections.

Earlier yesterday morning. Peres met the

leaders of Netivot Shalom, a moderate
religious-Zionist movement which supports

the peace process.

Movement secretary Yitzhak
Frankenthal would not say whether the

movement was right wing or left wing,

noting “these terms have become somewhat
confused these days. It's a movement which
strongly supports the peace process.”

Professor Uri Simon said the visit was
intended to express "the support of
religious Zionism for Peres. He is the

candidate we prefer as prime minis-
ter.”

Rabbis will pray for

those who support UTJ
HERB KE1NON

TWENTY-eight of the
country’s leading haredi rabbis

formally kicked off United
Torah Judaism’s election
campaign with a call in the

haredi press to support the

party, saying that they pray

those who support only United

Torah Judaism will be blessed

with prosperity and long
fife.

The wording was apparently

meant to circumvent tiie recent

ruling forbidding promises of

blessings in exchange for

support
The rabbis, many of whom

are members of Degel Hatorah

or Agudat Yisrael’s council of

sages, refrained from calling

upon supporters to vote for one
or the other prime ministerial

candidates. The feeling in the

haredi community is that if such

a call is made, it will be only

after Shavuot, five days before

the elections.

At the same time, the party

ran advertisements in the
haredi press in which it

derogatonly called the present

government the "leftist

government.”
“The holy places are ours

forever,” the ad read. “Eretz
Yisrael is full of holy sites that

serve as places of worship for

hundreds of thousands of Jews
from Israel and the Diaspora

who. come . to pout out their

entreaties at the holy sites.

“Just four months ago there

was a struggle to ensure access

to Rachel's Tomb in

Bethlehem,'’ the ad continued.

"Today there is another
struggle, to ensure the

continuation of prayers in the

tombs of the patriarchs in

Hebron following the
agreements of the leftist

government and its partners.”

The advertisement ends with

the phrase, “We are obligated

to save Israel from their

hands.”
Relations with the “leftist

government” were not made
any easier by remarks
attributed to Housing Minister

Binyamin Ben-Eliezer in which

he said that “we will settle

accounts with the baredim after

the elections” because of their

support for Likud leader
Binyamin Netanyahu. The
remarks continued to raise

haredi ire yesterday, and Yated

Ne’eman, the mouthpiece of

Degel Hatorah, ran a front page
article blasting Ben-Eliezer for

the comments.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Yisrael Ba’aliya, Third Way sign vote deal
Yisrael Ba’aliya leader Natan Sharansky and Third Way
leader Avigdor Kahalani signed a surplus vote agreement, as

well as an agreement to cooperate during and after the

election campaign.
Sharansky and Kahalani expressed their hope that Yisrael

Ba’aliya and the Third Way will constitute the center bloc in

the next knesset.

Sharansky explained that the signing ceremony was held

in his party's protest caravan, which is currently touring the

country to underline the housing crisis for new immigrants.
Jerusalem Post Staff

Labor computer identifies probable voters
Labor has a computer program to trace voters who are more
likely to support Prime Minister Shimon Peres in large

numbers. These include voters aged 18 to 25 and over 60.

and new immigrants. Labor has sent all potential voters

personal letters urging them to vote. On election day itself,

staffmembers wifi check who has already voted and which

voters need encouragement to come to the polls.

Michal Yudelman

Baram doing well after operation
Tonrism Minister Uzi Baram underwent a successful

catherization and angioplasty to expand narrowed coronary

arteries in his heart yesterday at Jerusalem's Sbaare Zedek
Hospital. Baram, who had been admitted to the hospital after

complaining of weakness, will be discharged in a few days.

A hospital spokeswoman said he had not suffered a heart

attack and that the angioplasty was a preventive measure.
Judy Siegel

‘Under certain circumstances

broadcast ban may be lifted’

UAT COLLINS

THE ban on television and radio

appearances for MKs may be
eased under exceptional circum-

stances, the Central Elections

Committee decided yesterday.

An example would be in the

event of a tenor attack.

The pre-election broadcasting

blackout for MKs and Knesset
candidates begins today.

CEC chairman Justice Theo-
dor Ott agreed with Israel Broad-
casting Authority director Mor-
dechai Kirschenbaum and IEA
legal adviser Amit Schecter, who
submitted the request for the

change in the ruling.

Schecter discovered the loop-

hole which could ease the ban.

The law bans broadcasting
“events” involving MKs and can-

didates, but Schecter successfully

claimed this refers only to events

created for election propaganda.
If a non-initiated event occurs,

which demands the response of
government members and MKs,
this coold now be broadcast, un-
like in previous years.

The issue of what defines an
“exceptional event” has not yet

been addressed.

2 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-ft-al! on one ofShorashhn’s

Yob’S meet yoursort ofpeople, visit off-the-beaten-track

places and hear interesting and informative explanations

from authoritative guides.

Space Is limited so book eariyand avoid disappointment.

Friday EM KEREN! .

Hay 17 by renowned tour gukfe ami Bn ICerem

reaktetfWriter Zanflor. The tranqufflfty and exciting

peacefulness of the vfflage remind many of old

Provence. En Karem, uftieh is toe Wrthptecs ofJohn the

Baptist, has many churches. We wffl visftthe famous

Church ofthe Vfeaafon, St Jotefo Church, and - the

most peaceful place in Jerusalem - the Convent of the

SfstBis ofZbn. Tha tour, which starts from the Spring of

Miriam atfc15 am., lasts unH 1:00 pjn. NfS65.

Sunday ANCENTSYNAGOGUES OF GAULEE
Junes AitarJerusalem was destroyed In 70 CE. Jewish leaders

fled to Eretz Yehuda and, after the Bar Kochba rebefflon,

to Gafitoe, where Jewish life began to flourish again.

The tour leaves from Jerusalem, and picks up In TelAviv

Then wa visit theArbel “Tiberias, War Nahum, and
PekfkL The tour guide isYbni Shapiro, end the cost,

which includes entrance to as situs, a tiii lunch, and

transportation in ak-condffioned coaches, is N1ST7D. *

Reservations and further Information: |

SHORASHIM, FOB 7588, 14 Rahov Abarbonel
Rehmrio, Jerusalem 91074
Tel: 02-666231 (9:30 sum. -2:30 p.m.)

Ask for Romft Torn! or Varda
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STATE OF ISRAEL
The Central Elections Committee for the

Fourteenth Knesset and for Prime Minister

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER
The Central Elections Committee is operating a telephone information center

for inquiries regarding voting rights and the location of voting stations:

From May 15, 1996 to May 16, 1996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

From May 19, 1996 to May 22, 1996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

From May 26, 1996 to May 27, 1 996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

On May 28, 1996, from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

On May 29, 1996, ELECTION DAY, \from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

To check your voting rights call:

%
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

177-022-0280 in Hebrew

177-022-0282 in Arabic

177-022-0281 in Russian

177-022-0283 in Amharic

Give your name and ID number and you will receive

the exact address of your voting station.

A DEBATE
IN ENGLISH

YOSSI BEILIN MK DAN MERIDOR MK
(Labor) (Ukud)

ZOA House, Rehov Ibn Gabiroi, Te! Aviv,

Friday morning, May 10, 10 a.m.

Admission: NIS 5 (to cover costs)

Sponsored by:

The Jerusalem Post the Zionist Organization of

America, the Association ofAmericans and
Canadians in Israel, the British Ollm Society, the

Hitachdut Oiei Britannia, the English Speaking

Residents’ Association, and the South African

Zionist Federation (Israel)
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WORLD NEWS

Russia reportedly set to

expel 9 British diplomats
IN what is fast becoming the

biggest East-West espionage case

since the end of the Cold War.

Russian intelligence officials yes-

terday reportedly gave Britain a

list of nine “career spies" to be

expelled.

London warned it was prepared

to strike back hard, and suggested

that campaign-year gamesman-
ship was behind what it called

Moscow's unjustified stance.

A day after the spy flap surfaced

with die announcement that a

Russian had been arrested while

giving secret information to

British agents, there was a flurry

of diplomatic activity but still no
firm word on expulsions.

Russia’s counter-intelligence

service presented the British

ambassador, Sir Andrew Wood,
with a list and detailed explana-

tion of nine diplomats’ alleged

espionage contacts, according to

the ITAR-Tass news agency.

“The talk is about career spies,

not about ' diplomats," said

Alexander Zdanovich, spokesman
for Russia’s Federal Security

Service (FSB), adding that there

was “irrefutable proof” of the

diplomats' spying activities.

Meanwhile, a rift appeared to be

developing between the Foreign

Ministry, which tried to downplay
the incident, and the FSB.
Foreign Ministry spokesman

Grigory Karasin said “unnecessar-

ily emotional and hasty decisions”

should be avoided at all costs. In

London, the Russian Embassy vir-

tually repeated his statement, voic-

ing concern about a possible “neg-
ative effect on state relationships

between Russia and Britain.”

Karasin would not confirm that

nine diplomats were involved,

and it was not clear if Moscow
might pull back from its promise

DAVE CARPENTER

MOSCOW

of several expulsions.

But Zdanovich insisted the

expulsions must not be linked to

bilateral ties.

“There are no grounds to link

specific actions of counter-intelli-

gence or intelligence services

with the general contents and the

development of bilateral rela-

tions.” he said.

The British, American and
German ambassadors huddled in

Britain's embassy in a meeting

presumed to have focused on a

Western response to Moscow's
allegations. Later, Wood met with

Russian Foreign Minister
Yevgeny Primakov.

“We had a private meeting,"

was all Wood said outside the

Foreign Ministry in Moscow.

The case surfaced Monday
when the FSB said its agents had
arrested a government employee
who had confessed to passing

secret information of “a political,

defense and strategic nature" to

British agents.

The FSB, the main successor to

the KGB, said the man has been

formally charged with treason “in

the form of espionage,” which is

punishable by death.

The agency's statement that

nine British “intelligence agents”

who work for the embassy would

be expelled prompted an angry

response Grom Britain and made a

front-page splash yesterday in

newspapers in both countries.

“This is an unprecedented scan-

dal in the new post-Soviet history

of Russia,” said the daily

Segodnya.

“Britain and Russia Clad Over

Spies,” London’s Daily Telegraph

chimed in.

British Foreign Secretary

Malcolm Rifldnd said allegations

that the nine were involved in

“improper activities" - a diplo-

matic terra for spying - were
totally unjustified.

“If action is taken by the

Russians, then that will inevitably

create., the need for a significant

response," be said in

Birmingham, England. - c Some
observers suggested that

Moscow's action was a campaign

ploy by Boris Yeltsin’s govern-
ment aimed at seeking support

from hard-line voters in the June

16 presidential election. (AP)

Scientist arrested for making and
smuggling nuclear materials

KRASNOYARSK, Russia (AP) - Security agents

arrested a scientist suspected of smuggling exit of

Russia more than a kilogram of materials that could

be used for nuclear weapons production, official said

yesterday.

“It was not uranium, plutonium or something like

that,” said Anatoly Samkov, the head of the

Krasnoyarsk regional department of Russia’s Federal

Security Service (FSB).

Samkov told die Interfax news agency that the

material in question could be used for producing

components of nuclear weapons, such as “coating or

tubes."

He did not elaborate, but said the materials were

banned for exports under Russian regulations on

dual-purpose materials with potential military usage.

Samkov added that it was not even clear if the sus-

pect, a former scientist, would be indicted.

Earlier, the ITAR-Tass news agency said the mate-

rial was radioactive and could potentially be used to

Liberian gunmen display severed head, embrace foes
MONROVIA (Reuter) -
Gunmen loyal to Liberia’s main
warlord Charles Taylor dis-

played the severed head of a

Krahn fighter in central

Monrovia yesterday as West

ATLAS= IN.=

African foreign ministers opened
talks in Ghana on the peace
process.

Fighting broke out across a key
bridge heading into downtown
despite a truce declared on

Monday, but elsewhere in the city

gunmen of rival factions

embraced on the frontline.

Fighters of Charles Taylor’s

National Patriotic Front of Liberia

(NPFL) said tire head belonged to

A Special Offer for readers of

Daily Blood Pressure Readings:

A vital step towards 1Healthf Values

• High blood pressure is today's most widely spread ailment

• High blood pressure is usually not recognized as such, since there are usually no symptoms

• Prevention and treatment are crucial

Automatic Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor^B533[
For home and personal use Sm
FullyAutomatic
The wrist cuff inflates by pushing the START

button.

The unit automatically deflates when
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Easy Wrist Measurement
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Ixit poll projects BJP party

winning election in IndKi
&

. < ij «/ra “We are confident that we will

(AP) -An exit poll Voting was being held tor
dose to the finall result,"

rate television after seats in the Lok Sabha, me
h wld^ Associated Press,

yesterday projected islative tower house oi P*™*
poll said Congress won less

lindu nationalist ment. Another WO seats -in percent of tile popular

NEW DELHI (AP) - An exit poll

broadcast by state television after

polls closed yesterday projected

that the Hindu nationalist

Bharatiya Janata Party will win

the most seats in parliamentary

elections, but will fall well short

of a majority.

The poll predicted the BJP and

its allied parties will win 192

seats, the governing Congress

Party will win 142, and the

National Front-Left Front will

win 134. The rest will go to smallwin id**, lucirai wiu gw oiiKu* w, —

regional parties and independents. Singh, the director of the project.
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The Associated Press,

islative tower house of pan®-
The nofl said Congress won less

ment. Another two sals the popular
appointed by the new govern-

percent fU, the

ment. Ballotiog has been complet- ,<& and its worst

ed for all but six of the contested
election.

^eaitpoU.eoodue^dby^
independent Center for

JJJi showing of 20 percent. It

Societies, had a margin
won more seats because its popu-

about 4 percent, meaning tbe°ut
concentrated in the most

come for each that send the
' most legislators to parliament.

First war crimes trial since

Nuremberg and Tokyo starts

make nuclear weapons.

It quoted a FSB spokesman as saying the suspect,

who worked in a research center in the Siberian city

of Krasnoyarsk, supposedly invented a new method

of making nuclear materials.

In a separate report Tuesday of nuclear theft in

Siberia, ITAR-Tass said teen-agers in the city of

Chita had stolen 45 low-radioactive items from a

warehouse last Thursday and 13 of the items were

still missing. Officials said the items, used in

radiometers and smoke detectors, could be danger-

ous if they came in contact with skin.

Nuclear smuggling is a major international con-

cern, and much of it focuses cm Russia and other for-

mer Soviet republics.

A recent report by the US General Accounting

Office said an estimated 1 ,400 tons of weapons-grade
uranium and plutonium produced by the former

Soviet Union are “highly attractive to theft” because

of outdated security measures and poor records.

a member of the celebrated Butt-

Naked Brigade captured in fight-

ing on Monday.
The lightly-clad body, with a

bullet wound in the neck, lay in

tiie street 100 meters away.

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP)
- A Bosnian Serb bar owner went
cat trial yesterday for the murder
and torture- of Moslems and
Croats at the first international

war crimes trial since Nuremberg
and Tokyo.
Bosnian Serb Dusan Tadic has

pleaded innocent to crimes against
humanity; claiming he’s a victim

of mistaken identity. He frees a
maximum penalty oflifein prison.

“He took part in the killing of

more than 30 detainees... and the

torture of more than 12 female
detainees, including several gang
rapes," said chief trial prosecutor
Grant Niemann, as Tadic watched
impassively from the prisoner’s

dock, occasionally taking notes.

“The human tragedy that has
occurred in the former Yugoslavia
since May 1991 is of major pro-
portions," Niemann said in his

opening statement.

Defense lawyer Mischa
Wladimiroff warned against mak-
ing Ifedic a scapegoat
“An international hunger for a

verdict of guilty must be resisted

at all costs,” Wladimiroff said.

The case against Tadic had been
“blown out of all proportion,” he
said.

“There is evidence that the case
is viewed as a symbol of every-

thing that has happened in foe

area, and Dusko Tadic has been
portrayed as the archetype of a
war criminal.”

Presiding over the three-judge
panel in the juryless trial is US
Judge Gabrielle Kirk McDonald.
Despite the dozens of conflicts

worldwide sinceWorldWarn, tire

Balkan conflict in southeastern

Europe was the first .to spur foe

Bosnian Serb Dusan Tadic, at his trial yesterday at The Hague,

where he was charged with crimes against humanity. (Reoer)

international community, into set- - the Bosnian Serbs.
ting up a tribunal.

The UN tribunal is based on
laws and procedures developed at

die Nuremberg and Tokyo war
crimes courts after World War IL

It’s unlikely that any of the

architects of foe genocide that left

an estimated 200,000 Bosnians
dead or missing will soon come
before the tribunal, whose author-
ity is rejected by both -Serbia and

. The tribunal has so far indicted

57 suspects - 46 Serbs, eight

Croats and three Moslems - but

has just three in custody in The
Hague and a further four arrested

and awaiting transfer to the tri-

bunal.

Topping its most wanted list are

Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic and his anhy comman-
der; Gen.Itafko Mladic.

Schindler’s widow criticizes husband
THE three men most responsible

for bringing the stray erf Oskar
Schindler, the flawed hero of
Schindler’s List, to world atten-

tion have taken strong issue with

Emilie Schindler's outspoken
attack on her late husband.

In her book. Memoirs, written

in Spanish and published last

month in Argentina, the 88-year
old widow describes her husband
as a non-stop womanizer and a

"selfish coward," who saved
1 .300 Jews working in his facto-

ry solely for their cheap labor and
to avoid being drafted into the

German army if he ceased to be
an industrialist

At a press conference in
Buenos Aires, Mrs. Schindler also
attacked Thomas KeneaHy, who

TOM TTJGEND

losangfj.es

wrote Schindler's List, and Steven
Spielberg, who turned the bode
into an Academy Award-winning
movie;

She charged that foe book was
"packed with lies" and that the

movie "idealized
,,

her husband's

role in protecting Jews, while
underplaying her own contribu-

tion.

The strongest rebuttal to these

charges comes from Los Angeles
businessman Leopold Page, who
as the young Polish Jew Leopold
(Poldek) Pfefferberg worked for

and with Oskar Schindler from
1939 to 1945.

It Was Page who first told the

BARAK
(Continued from Page 1)

to Hizbullah hundreds of Katyu-
shas during Operation Grapes of
Wrath. He said he could neither

confirm nor deny reports that

Iran had given Hizbullah sophis-

ticated loug-range Katyushas
with a range of 36 km. or 43 km.
The range of the standard Katyu-
shas it possesses is between 20
km. and 25 km.

At present there is quiet in

south Lebanon as Hizbullah as-

sesses the damage, but it is proba-
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bly
.
also examining ways of fur-

ther attacking Israel, Shahak
said. In answer to a question by
Meretz MK Naomi Chazan, he
said the IDF cannot leave south
Lebanon in the current security
situation.

J

The committee members were
given a copy of US Secretary of
.State Warren Christopher’s letter
about foe understanding reached
at the end of Grapes of Wrath.
Likud MK Benny (Ze’ev) Begin
asked how the government had
abandoned Israel’s security by
placing it in the hands of the US.
Shahak declined to answer.
He also said Israel continues to

receive warnings of terror at-
tacks. but these are vague. As a
result, he said, Israel is continu-
mg to bar. entry to Palestinian
workers.

Marilyn Henry contributed to this
report

CORNERSTONE LAYING CEREMONY OF
THE EPHRAIM KATZER

DEPARTMENTALMEETING ROOM
Lectors:

Professor Gerald Cohen -

Chairman, DepL of Molecular Microbiology and Biotechnola

BriefPortrait ofjftiotedmalogy atTd Aviv University

on Sunday, 12 May 1996, at 12:00 noon
a Tel Aviv University Campus, Ramat Aviv •

a ... •
'

Entrance by invhatioo only

Schindler stray to KeneaDy and 3
persuaded him to write the book.

Page terms Mrs. SdrindJe/s
a . . remarks "a disgrace to tbe memory
k ofone ofthe true heroes ofthecen-

g tmynand vouched for the accuracy
of both the book and foe movie,

s He acknowledged Mrs.
- Schindler's own heroism in nurs- ,

-

s mg frozen and starved prisoners
’ back to health, but says that she -

only appeared on the scene dur-

ing tbe last six months of the war,

while her husband protected Ms
: Jews for almost six years.
» Spielberg expressed his pay

plexity that "three years after

publicly supporting [and prais-

mgj the film and its contents at -

numerous public events, Emific
.

.

Schindler has chosen to reverse
herself with recent public state? -

ments to promote her book.”
The most serious criticism she

.
.

leveled at him in private conver-
sations, said Spielberg, was that
her husband had

. many more
extra- marital affairs titan shown
in the film.

Spielberg acknowledges that

Mine of the scenes portraying
Mrs. Schindler's care of prisoners
were cut to keep the movie at a
manageable length. '

POLICE
(Continued from Page 1)

ian police station in Abu Dis for

mterrogatiorL
.

AK
ThLgoveniment allows the

Abu pis station, ju*i outside the
city hmite, to operate, in accar-

S“
1C

^>A
Wilh its agreements with

tae PA. However, the agree-
ments prohibit all official PA ac-
tivity in Jerusalem

fc_2i
hc PA sccnrity apparatus

r™ remanded yesterday in
Jerusalem Magistrate’s Court for

™*ys- The court accepted the
. .“specks request to issue an or-

tier forbidding publication of his

iShI ^ Su -w!ta*y, Sabah Abu , . f
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•
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° the
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-#,:,
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argued over
LAMIA LAHOUD

THE elected Palestinian

council intends “to protest

against Israel 's suggestion
that they make a phased with-
drawal from Hebron, saidAhmed
Qrei. die council speaker.-

’

He said that while it wasobvi-
ons the government did not want
to withdraw frdin the city before
the elections, a gradual pullout
which might never be completed
was not acceptable to the

Palestinians.

Qrei said. Palestinians fear
Prime Minister : Shimon Peres
could later back out ofthe agree-

.

ment-on redeployment in H&ioh
in order to forge coalition agree-

mentswifo religious Knesset fac-

tions.

“Tbe lsraeli military governor
• of Hebron has been telling us for

,
a monththat the IDF can ifcde-

• ploy there in a couple of hours,”

_ Hebron mayor Mustafa Natshe
‘said.

“What do: the Israelis: mean.
then by gradual redeployment?
Divide it into minutes or hours?”

• On ;

’

-Sunday ' Israeli and
Palestinian security- teams met to

discuss, redeployment proce-
dures. “The ,Israelis told us they

. are waiting fbr a pc^tical deci-

sion of -the cabinet,” said one
Palestinian security officer who
attended the meeting. Another

t PAoffidal said no time had yet

!. been fixed. : i . .

Handle said they had discussed
- the transfer of me few civilian

_ institutions still under Israeli

control, soch as communications.
They also discussed in detail

the deployment ofthe Palestinian

police mid the redeployment of

die IDF.

Natshe believed die talks were
Israel’s way of playing for time
until after the elections: There
remain some unresolved issues

like the functions of the TTPH
(Temporary International Pres-

ence in Hebron).which is mostly
comprised of Norwegian
observers.

The observers’ role should be
to watch the redeployment and
the implementation of the agreed

measures in Hebron, Natshe said.

He conceded the TtPH. was
mainly symbolic as the unarmed
observerswould havea very lim-

ited mandate.
Natshe said the Norwegians are

drafting proposed functions

which they will submit to Israel

and the Palestinians for 'joint

approval.

A logistics team is already in

Hebron to prepare for the

observers* arrival.

The most difficult unresolved

issue remains security of the

Algerian president says

legislative elections set for ‘97

L ONG-awaited legislative

elections will be held

next year in Algeria, a

nation that has become blood-

ied by Islamic insurgency, the

president announced this week.

But there were no signs that

the country’s outlawed Islamic

opposition movement would be
allowed to field candidates,

casting doubts on how far

President Liamine Zeroual is

willing to go in his democratic

reforms.
'Zeroual characterized as

“positive” a month of dialogue

with about 100 political leaders.

Conspicuously absem from the

£ talks were representatives of

the Islamic Salvation Front,

banned since January 1992
when the army canceled legisla-

tive elections the Front was
expected to win.
That cancellation and the jail-

ing of Front leaders triggered a
bloody insurgency by armed
Islamic extremist groups that

has killed more than 40,000

people in four years of strife.

Zeroual, elected last

November to a five-year term in

balloting boycotted by most of

the opposition, said the next

round of legislative elections

would be held sometime in the

first half of 1997.

He did not mention the Front

or whether it would be allowed

to participate in the voting.

There was no immediate reac-

tion to his announcement
Zeroual said the 1997 ballot-

ing would be followed by local

community elections. Later this

year, be stud, there would be a

national referendum on
Algeria's constitution, last

revised in 1989 to allow for a
multiparty system.

Zeroual was vague on (he pur-

pose of the referendum,

describing it as an effort “to

place unity and national identi-

ty above political considera-

tions.**

Pressure had been mounting

on Zeroual, a retired army gen-

era] appointed in 1994, to lead

Algeria in a transition to

democracy, to set legislative

elections.

In the latest violence, two
people were killed when a

bomb exploded at a bus stop in

the Mediterranean city of Tizi-

Ouzou last Saturday, the same
day a former interior minister

was assassinated.

- Three armed men shot to

death Mohammed Haidi in

Oned Smar, an Algiers suburb

known as a stronghold of the

Armed Islamic Group, the most
extremist of Algeria’s armed
factions trying to topple the

government and install strict

Islamic rule.

Hardi was the second former
interior minister to be slain in

nine months, despite the per-

sonal security detail former
leaders typically are assigned.

Last September, gunmen killed

former interior minister

Aboubakr Belkaid in a bustling

quarter of Algiers.

No one immediately claimed
responsibility for either of
Saturday's attacks. But suspi-

cion fell on the Armed Islamic

Group.
Zeroual this week met Libya’s

Justice and Public Order
Minister Mohammed al-Higazi

in Algiers, the Algerian official

news agency APS said. Al-
Higazi came to deliver a mes-
sage from Libyan leader

Muammar Gaddafi to Zeroual.

“My talks with the President

Zeroual touched on the

Maghreb Arab Union (UMA),
the next Maghreb summit and
the next presidency of the

union,” al-Higazi was quoted

by APS as saying.

Algeria, currently the presi-

dent of the UMA, offered

Gaddafi die post last year but he

turned it down to protest mem-
ber countries' adherence to UN
sanctions on Libya for not

handing over suspects in the

. Lockerbie bombing in 1988.

The UMA groups Algeria,

Libya, Morocco, Mauritania

and Tunisia.

Algeria’s interior minister,

Miistapha Benmansoar. and aJ-

Higdzi co-chaired a joint com-
mittee to supervise cooperation

between the. two North African

countries. (News agencies)

Taba gives hints that Clinton

charm worked on Arafat

Machpela Cave. Under the
agreements, Israel is to remain
temporarily in full control there.

Three months after the rede-
ployment, fresh talks on security

arrangements at the cave should
start.

One PA official said he will

demand that security arrange-
ments for the Tomb of the
Patriarchs be discussed sooner,

since Israel did not keep to the

.

agreed timetable for redeploying
‘•originally by March 28th.

’ He said Palestinians are asking
for joint security at the tomb bnt
Natshe said this will not satisfy

Hebronites.

“Hebronites do not mind Jews
visiting the. holy shrine,” he said,

but added that Abraham’s tomb
should be a Moslem place of
worship only under sole

Palestinian control.

Under the agreements, the city

will be divided into Hebron 1

and Hebron 2. Hebron 1, most of
the city, wQl be under Palestinian

control similar to die Area A sta-

tus of other Palestinian towns in

the territories.

Hebron 2 will have special

.
security arrangements. Israel

jremains in control of security but
Palestinian police and municipal

officers will have some civilian

functions relating to the

.
Palestinian population.

The PA official said Hebron 2
will be something between an
Area B and an Area C.

- Passage between Gaza and the

territories is another unresolved

interim agreement issue. Israeli

and Palestinian negotiators met
again yesterday to discuss the

differences and Gen. Abdel
Razak Yahiya, who heads the

Palestinian delegation, said some

.

progress had been made.

“To start with, there were 12
unresolved points concerning
passage. Now we disagree only
on five points."

The main issues relate to secu-

rity. Israel requires the right to

pursue and arrest wanted
Palestinians, Yahiya said, and the

'PA can not accept tins.

-He said-Pajestinians can only
accept Israel arresting someone
who commits a crime en route,

but not a mere suspect.

He said suspects should be
reported to the Palestinian

authorities who would investi-

gate and make arrests if warrant-

ed.

“Even Palestinians denied

access to Israel should be
allowed safe passage from terri-

tory to territory,” he said.

THE long journey to a per-

manent-status agreement
with the Palestinians began

in Taba this week. While no one
can expect any results early, even
now we may judge their orienta-

tion from the composition of the

delegations.

Israel’s chief negotiator is

Foreign Ministry Director-

General Uri Savir. Leading the

Palestinians is Abu Mazen, an
architect of the Oslo agreements.

The first thing to note is that

Abu Mazen-Savir is a continua-

tion of the Abu Ala-Savir negotia-

tions which ran in parallel with

those of another pair. Minister

Yossi Beilin and Palestinian

Authority Minister Nabil Shaath.

In many respects these two
streams supported one another,

but they were on a collision

course on one main economic

subject

Abu Ala and Savir believed in

cooperating with the World
Bank’s efforts to establish indus-

trial zones for the benefit of the

West Bank and Gaza. The Shaafo-
Beitin talks were interested in a

port for Gaza.

Accordingly,Abu Ala and Savir

became linked to die American
concept of permanent status.

Beilin and Shaath moved closer to

European concepts.

Just before the current Taba
talks. PLO leader Yasser Arafat

was given red carpet treatment at

the White House and was
received at die headquarters of the

World Bank in Washington.
Generally speaking, we may

conclude that the appearance of
Abu Mazen as the top Palestinian

negotiator indicates that the

Clinton charm had its impact.

ANALYSIS
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nudging Arafat's policy off his

traditional pro-European tenden-
cies in favor of the US.

It is far too early to speculate to

what extent Arafat will embrace
US concepts of a permanent solu-

tion. So far, he opposed, for

example, the US suggestion that

Palestinian refugees be settled in

host Arab states.

Some indication of change may
be found in the recent Palestine

National Council resolutions on
refugees. Although thePNC stuck

to the right of return, a paragraph
was added which for the first time
mentioned a need to improve liv-

ing conditions in refugee camps.
Much will hinge on bow long

Arafat will keep Abu Mazen on as

chief negotiator. A reappearance

of Shaath would be a bad signal

for Washington.

Arafat may also be tempted to

replace Abu Mazen. because he
has enough stature to choose his

own direction and make his own
decisions. Through these negotia-

tions, he could develop his posi-

tion to become undisputed No. 2
in the PLO hierarchy.

IT WOULD be natural for

Palestinians to be on the lookout
for the leader who will shape their

destiny in the post-Arafat era.

Abu Mazen did not have a

major role in the interim status

negotiations, though he did inter-

vene from time to time to solve

random problems.
He was removed by Arafat as

head of die Palestinian steering

committee on interim-period sta-

tus. Arafat was aware of the spe-

cial political danger Abu Mazen
might have posed for him in that

volatile phase.

Nonetheless, Abu Mazen did
not accept Arafat's concept of
how to structure Palestinian self-

governance. While Abu Mazen
called for the establishment of a

well-institutionalized political

entity. Arafat preferred his tradi-

tional concentric circles of cronies
dealing directly with him and not
with organized institutions.

He emphasizes his wish to con-

tinue using this system after he
achieves his goal of a stale. Those
are symbols of the current and.
Arafat believes, future Palestinian

regime.

This remains a long way from
being accepted by Abu Mazen.
Only the future can tell which wit]

prevail.

France keeps high profile

F
RANCE this week kept op
the high-profile in Middle
Eastern affairs it aspired to

during the negotiations for the

ceasefire in Operation Grapes of
Wrath.

In Paris, the government rolled

out the red carpet for King Hassan
of Morocco, putting its determina-

tion to bolster a rampart against

Moslem fundamentalism in North

Africa ahead of concerns about
human rights.

President Jacques Chirac wel-

comed the veteran monarch at Oriy

airport with full military honors at

tibe start of a two-day state visit

during which Hassan twanM* only

tiie third foreign leader to address

France’s National Assembly.

The 66-year-old king, looking

thin after a bout of pneumonia last

winter, was accompanied by two of

his children. Prince Mbulay Rachid

and Princess LaHa Maryam, and a

government delegation led by

Prime MinisterAbdellatif FiXLalL

Jordan's King Hussein also met
Chirac this week and said the two
were in step cm policy to bring last-

ing peace and stability to Lebanon.

Hussein, who met Chirac for

lunch at the Elysee presidential

palace, also said that he hoped that

Chirac would soon pay an official

visit to Jordan.

He told reporters tiie two had
“views completely in step with one

another** over Lebanon.
“We are glad that Lebanon safe-

guarded its unity, we want it to

retain its sovereignty and territorial

integrity. We hope that it will be
able to resolve its problems,”

Hussein said.

Hussein said he believed US and

French policies in tiie region were

complementary. French Foreign

Minister Herve de Charette Iras

admitted he irritated Washington

by thrusting France into the mice
talks over south Lebanon.

The foreign ministry sought this

week to stamp out more irritation

and controversy over a statement

by a junior minister who said

French aid to Lebanese civilians

was in part being distributed by

Hizbullah.

“France's attitude to Hizbullah

has not changed,” said foreign min-
istry spokesman Jacques
Rummelhardt about a weekend
statement during a visit to Lebanon
by Xavier Emmanuelli, junior min-
ister for emergency humanitarian

action.

Emmanuel li while touring south-

ern Lebanon answered positively

when asked if he knew French aid

given to the Lebanese government
for distribution was being passed
on to Hizbullah for distribution in

the field.

“Hizbullah participates in med-
ical rescue and social welfare.

There is no reason to exclude

them,” Emmanuelli said

The statements were potential

domestic political dynamite since

Paris courts have said Hizbullah

was thought connected to a bomb
attack in Paris in 1986 in which
halfa dozen people were killed and
dozens wounded
The Bench military also hold

Hizbullah responsible for foe sui-

cide bombing of a French position

in Beirut in 1983 in which 58 para-

troopers were IriDed Two hundred
and forty one US Marines were

killed in a similar attack foe same
day. Rummelhardt said:

“Emmanuelli was not thinking of

anything beyond recognizing that

Hizbullah can be involved in cer-

tain charitable activities.

“But this changes nothing to

Ranee's attitude which, I insist, is

that Hizbullah must scrupulously

respect tiie April 26 cease-fire

agreementsending the cycleof vio-
lence,” he said

Morocco's King Hassan, in an
interview published before he
arrived, told French leaders anx-

ious at instability in North Africa

what they wanted to hear - that the

spread of anti-Western Moslem
fimdamentalism was not

inevitable.

“There is nothing inevitable

about fimdamentalism,” he told tiie

daily he Parisien. “The surest

response to foe fundamentalist drift

is freedom, a judicious education

and a fair balance between respect

and protection of (Moslems') iden-

tity and the necessary achieve-

ments of modernity.”

Chirac has worked since taking

office a year ago to bolster

Morocco and Tunisia as twin ram-
parts against Islamic extremism
racking neighboring Algeria, amid
French fears of a flood of immi-
grants from former north African

colonies.

That aim has led him to turn a
blind eye to both countries’ human
rights record and limited democra-

cy, in contrast to his Socialist pre-

decessor, Francois Mitterrand.

A French foreign ministry

spokesman said he expected

haman rights to be raised “in a spir-

it of confidence” during the visit,

but he noted improvements, includ-

ing tiie release of many political

prisoners and foe closure of a noto-

rious desertjaiL

In a speech defining France's

“Arab policy” last month, Chirac

said attachment to human rights

and liberty “must not prevent us

from recognizing that these values

can be expressed in different forms
in our respective cultures and tradi-

tions.”

Franco-Moroccan relations were

severely strained in die early 1990s

when Hassan was angered by
Mitterrand’s policy ofconditioning
aid to former colonies on progress

in democracy and by a highly criti-

cal book, Notre Ami le Rot ("Our

Friend the King”) by author Gilles

Perrault, which epitomized tiie

Bench Left’s distaste for Hassan’s

personal rule.

But worsening bloodshed in

Algeria since the army intervened

in 1992 to prevent tiie Islamic

Salvation Front (FIS) winning a

general election led to a reassess-

ment in Paris of foe strategic value

of Morocco and its enduring ruler

Chirac, a personal friend of King

Hassan, made his first state visit to

Morocco last year, earning a tumul-

tuous welcome.
The king had been due to return

the visit last November but foe trip

was postponed after he fell serious-

ly in, raising concern about foe sta-

bility of a state so dependent on

one man. (News agencies)

Turkey cool to Arabs, stands by Israel

TURKISH Prime Minister

Mesut Yilmaz said this

week that water is as

important to Turkey as oil is to

Arabs and his government is not

ready for a water-sharing pact

with neighboring Syria and Iraq.

The statement was the

strongest suggestion by a

Turkish leader yet that Turkey
will not meet demands by foe

two Arab states for an agreement
giving each of the three coun-

tries an equal share of water

from the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers.

Relations between Turkey and
some Arab countries also hit a

new low recently over a military

agreement Ankara -signed with

Israel which allows IDF war-

planes to fly training sorties over

Turkish territory.

But Yilmaz said Turkey has no
intentions to succumb to Arab
pressure and cancel its agree-

ment with Israel.

“Israel is an important power
that is influencing the interna-

tional balance of power, and
Turkey is taking that into consid-

eration,” he said.

Yilmaz said, however, that

Turkey will continue to provide

both Syria and Iraq with what it

sees as their need for water from
the two rivers, which flow from
its territory into the neighboring
states.

“As the Arab world is not
thinking of sharing its oil with

others, Turkey is not ready to

share water flowing in its territo-

ries with others,” Yilmaz told the

Arabic weekly AJ-Wasat.
“We will take our needs from

foe water, and no reaction will

stop us from achieving this

goal,” he told the London-based
magazine.

Yilmaz also said that Turkey is

planning to sell surplus water to

foreign countries, but he did not

say which ones.

President Suleyman Demirel

was quoted earlier this year as

saying that Israel and Turkey are

considering plans for a water

pipeline under the

Mediterranean to supply the

Jewish state.

Both Syria and Iraq have been

complaining that Turkey has

diverted water from the

Euphrates and Tigris rivers

through dams it has been build-

ing for hydroelectric and irriga-

tion projects. (AP)
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Campaign at high gear

T
oday, in adherence to election rules, a

radio-television blackout on the appear-

ance of candidates begins. Though modi-

fied this week to allow the appearance of gov-

ernment officials and opposition leaders if an

emergency like a terrorist strike occurs, these

rules are archaic and slightly dotty. They should

be abolished and replaced by an “equal time”

regulation which would prevent broadcasters’

glaring biases from determining the amount and

quality of time allowed candidates on the air.

The end of the candidates’ appearances also

signals the shifting of the election campaign

into high gear. For the next three weete, cam-

paign “commercials” will fill the airwaves,

and activities on the street will intensify.

Not surprisingly, the major parties’ messages

will be directed mostly at the “floating” vote.

The majority of the population has made up its

mind, but the gap between the candidates seems

narrow enough to allow the “undecided” to

elect the next premier. And since they are

obviously located somewhere in the center of

the political map, the two major parties, particu-

larly the candidates for prime minister, will

attempt to appear more centrist than they would

ever dream of being in real life.

In fact, they have so moderated their posi-

tions that their pronouncements seem virtually

interchangeable. But even the most naive of

Israel’s voters must realize that the differences

between the competing candidates are real and

deep.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres has been trying

to attract voters who fear his concessionary

policies by acting tough in Lebanon (at least

initially) and sounding unyielding on

Jerusalem.

But no one could have been surprised by the

Third Way party’s revelations on Sunday, ac-

cording to which Washington has agreed to

postpone the negotiations with Syria until after

the elections, since most voters still oppose a

deal which would entail total withdrawal from

the Golan. In return, Peres is supposed to have

promised that the process will be accelerated to

achieve dramatic results - including an an-

nouncement of Israeli willingness to withdraw

to the international border - before the US
elections in November.
Nor can Peres’s protestations on Jerusalem

be taken too seriously. Even as he declared

yesterday that Jemsalem cannot be divided and

that it can only be Israel’s capital, veteran Oslo

negotiator Ron Pundak announced that a Pales-

tinian state with a capital in Jerusalem is likely

within three years. In 1993 Pundak was negoti-

ating with the PLO on behalf of the govern-

ment, while Peres was saying Israel would

never talk with the PLO. Voters should not have

too much trouble deciding which one of them to

believe now.
The electorate may find it just as difficult to

believe that candidate Binyamin Netanyahu has

become a fan of the Oslo agreements. Although

he keeps stating that he will honor the pacts if

the PLO does, he also calls them disastrous.

What is still unclear is whether he assumes that

the PLO will not abide by the accords, thus

absolving him of the need to continue with the

talks, or he simply intends to be tougher in the

final status negotiations. What he obviously

hopes for is that voters who have reservations

about Peres’s headlong rush to make territorial

concessions will prefer the more cautious ap-

proach he advocates.

Ultimately, undecided voters, who have no

strong ideological convictions, will probably

choose the candidate they believe has a better

grasp of reality and is better equipped to with-

stand tire rigors of the office. In this Netanyahu

has a clear advantage, if for no other reason than

that he is not Peres. As long as Yitzhak Rabin

was prime minister, the public believed that

Peres’s extravagant dreams of a new Middle

East would be held in check by his down-to-

earth, security-conscious boss. With Rabin

gone, Peres’s proclivity for viewing the region

with Pollyannisb eyes may make them wonder

about his ability to cope with harsh realities.

Footnote to the Covenant

Yesterday was the deadline for the

changes the PLO was committed to

make in the Palestinian Covenant ac-

cording to the Oslo agreements. No changes

have been made. The covenant is still in force,

intact

The Labor party recruited 28 academics to

sign a large advertisement in the Hebrew papers

yesterday, intended to confirm that the Cove-
nant has indeed been changed. But even this ad
failed to domore than assert that the decision by
the Palestine National Council (PNC) constitut-

ed an important step toward a new formulation

of the Covenant. The professors could not point

to a single change which has been made or will

be made in this Palestinian charter.

The simple, incontrovertible truth is that no
one knows when and what changes will be
made. The very fact that the decision refers to

the cancellation of articles which contradict the

letters of mutual recognition exchanged by
Yasser Arafat and the late Yitzhak Rabin with-

out any specifications opens it to unlimited

interpretations. That there is no time limit on the

projected changes adds to the suspicion that if

anything at all is ever done, it will be far from

what Israel has the right to expect: the abolition

.

of the calls to delegitimize and dismantle Israel.

This means the cancellation of 30 of the 33
Covenant articles.

It must be added, too, that the fact that Arafat

sent Prime Minister Shimon Peres a misleading

translation of the PNC decision only com-
pounds suspicions about the whole exercise.

The original Arabic states that a decision was
made “to amend” (ta’adil

)

the Covenant, and
the English translation by the American Consul-
ate General in Jerusalem, sent to the administra-

tion in Washington, renders it correctly. The
translation distributed by Peres in the govern-
ment translates it inaccurately as “the Covenant
is hereby amended.”
Many now try to belittle the Covenant's

importance. But the issue is obviously not at all

trivial in the eyes of the Palestinian leadership.

Nor should Israel consider trivial Arafat’s re-

peated pronouncements which confirm his ad-
herence to its letter and spirit

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
POETRY CONTEST

Sir, - Voices: The Israeli English

Poetry Association, in proud keep-

ing with its principle to encourage

the writing of English poetry every-

where, is celebrating its seventh in-

teraational poetry contest in memo-
ry of Reuben Rose, founder of the

largest English-speaking poetry

group in Israel.

Prizes: $300; $150; $100 and $50.

Cost per poem submitted: N1S 8.

Receipt acknowledged if accompa-

nied by a self addressed stamped

envelope or an international reply

coupon. Deadline for submissions;

September 30. Winners will be noti-

fied by November.
Requirements: Challenging and

curious poetry not necessarily on

Jewish or Israeli subjects. Poems

should not be more than 40 lines

each and submitted in duplicate; one
copy with name and address of the

entrant

Judging', anonymously by Dr.

Norman Simms of Ben-Gurion Uni-

versity of the Negev and fonner

editor of Rashi, the literary section

of the New Zealand Jewish
Chronicle.

Winning poems will be read at a

special evening devoted to poetry

and published in Voices, our annual

anthology.

Submit to Voices Israel: P.O.B.

236, Kiryat Ata 28101, Israel.

MIKE SCIfEIDEMANN
President, Voices Israel

Kibbutz Yizre’el.

WHERE IS THE TRUTH?
Sir, - Will the real PNC resolu-

tion on the Covenant please stand

up? We attempted to secure an En-

glish translation of the resolution

from the Government Press Office.

They seemed surprised by the re-

quest, but assured us that they had

the government’s statement on the

subject

Prime Minister Peres stated that it

was the most important develop-

ment in a hundred years. Columnist

Barry Rubin wrote that the PNC
rescinded most of its charter. Peace

Now issued a statement ofcongratu-

lations for “canceling the clauses in

its Covenant”

On the other hand, Jon Immanuel

of the Post wrote on April 25: “The

vote did not actually change the

Covenant, but gave authority to a

PNC legal committee to do so or to

draw up a completely new charter

within six months.” Candidate Ne-

tanyahu stated: “As of now, all that

happened was the appointment of a

committee to redraft the covenant.”

MK Begin was interviewed on En-

glish-language news and strongly

stated that the emperor had no

dothes. Yigal Cannon wrote, "...the

PLO finally made a historic deci-

sion: to postpone it again” (Post,

April 26).

Where is the truth?

ARNOLD SULLUM,
President,

Israel District,

Zionist Organization of America

Jemsalem.

POOR PR
Sir, - Your column Eye on the

Media of April 26 certainly spelled

out the Israel-bashing situation very

clearly. Needless to say this does not

include the anti-Israel and antisemi-
tic views of the readers and viewers.

One of the reasons for the success

of the anti-Israel lobby is the poor
standard of public relations of our
government, army and press. Gov-
ernment and army spokesmen at

press conferences where the English

foreign press corps is in the majority

are not English speakers. They just

do not have the language ability to

reply forcefully to the searching

questions of the high-powered re-

porters of CNN, the BBC, The New
York Times and so on.

FRANK D. BERMAN
KannieL

FIASCO
Sir, - As recently immigrated ex-

Danes, we were more then embar-

rassed reading Liat Collins’s well-

written article of April 26 about the

fiasco of the Israeli journalists' visit

to Denmark on the occasion of the

now canceled visit to Israel by H.M.
Queen Margrethe II of Denmark.
To the best of our knowledge, the

Danish Queen is by far much loo

intelligent and well mannered to

have given the Israeli journalists

such a stupid treatment at her own
instigation. The truth of the matter

seems to be that the bad decisions

and harsh treatment were master-

minded by bad politicians with poor

judgmenL Sorrv for Denmark!

DAVID. ROBERT AND WERNER
BACHMANN

Ca'anana.
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The final round
The third, and final phase of

Israeli-Palestinian peace
negotiations which began

this week in Taba, is expected to

be even more difficult than tbe

previous rounds which led to the

Oslo Agreements.
This time, however, negotia-

tions will be conducted in a differ-

ent psychological and political

atmosphere, with each party

knowing that the final settlement

will define the national character

of both Israel and the Palestinian

entity. Any angle issue on the

agenda - the future of Jerusalem,

the fate of the settlements, the

right of return for Palestinian

refugees, or what constitutes die

final borders - could entangle the

negotiations for months, if not
years.

Should Likud leader Binyamin
Netanyahu become tbe next prime
minister, negotiations will be fur-

ther complicated. Palestinian and
Israeli extremists who oppose die

talks will no doubt also do their

best to torpedo the whole process.

There are three crucial develop-

ments, however, that will encour-

age a greater spirit of understand-

ing and cooperation than that

which prevailed throughout the

first two rounds of Israel-

Palestinian talks.

First, Palestinian Authority head
Yasser Arafat has finally grasped

the necessity of reining in vio-

lence as a prerequisite for the

talks’ continuation. Neither
Hamas nor the Islamic .Jihad is

likely to cease their terrorist activ-

ities against Israel, but it is now
expected that the Palestinian

Authority will deal with future

violence with vigilance and com-
mitment, guided by the principle

that negotiations and terrorism

cannot go hand-in-hand.

Then there is the amendment to

the PLO Covenant, removing all

the clauses that had called for

Israel’s destruction. This particu-

lar historic action has had tremen-

ALON BEN-MEIR

dous psychological impact on
Israelis, many of whom see Arafat

for the first time as a reliable part-

ner in the peace process - a per-

ception that will not be lost on
Israel’s negotiators when hard
choices must be made.
Most important, though, is die

human dimension which has
evolved from die long, tough and
often intractable negotiations
already conducted between the

two sides. In the course of these

negotiations, Israelis and
Palestinians have come to know
and appreciate each others' inner-

THERE IS another reason for

optimism- The United States,

whose vital interests in tbe Middle

A resolution to the

future of Jerusalem

will be found in the

context of a
Palestinian state

most feelings and emotions. Each
party has witnessed die other’s

deepest fears, anxieties and con-

cerns. Both sides have been trau-

matized by five decades of bloody
conflict that claimed not only tens

of thousands of lives, but robbed
many more of basic human needs
- trust, dignity, and compassion.
Both Israelis and Palestinians now
realize that driven by.a conviction

of “do or tfie,” they killed each,
other because the choices were
reduced to “you” or *1”.

Following four years of
painstaking negotiations, they can
at last look at each other and see

similar weaknesses, feel the same
pain, and share die same anxieties

for the future. This recognition

has led diem to believe that only
coexistence, under separate politi-

cal authority, wiQ restore them to

sanity and dignity.

The writer teaches at the New
Schoolfor SocialResearch inNew
York.

No honest broker
I

n a joint statement in Taba two
days ago, Israel and the PLO
committed themselves “to

expedite their common work...as
initiated by die Government of
Norway” three years before. The
peace process duly entered its

final status phase.

Last weekend, the Norwegian
daily Dagen published a shocking
report exposing a 25- year-old

commitment by leading figures in

Norway’s ruling Labor Party to

support and facilitate die demise
ofJewish Israel, and to establish a
Palestinian state in its place.

Perhaps it is not really strange
that the report, falling on the ears

of a nation punch-drunk after

1,000 days of terror-plagued
“peace," barely caused a stir.

Dagan *s_ expose, (reported in the
next day in The Jerusalem Post)
revealed that 25 years ago,
Norway's present Foreign Minister
Bjom Tore Godal, committed the
Labor Party's youth to removing
Jewish Israel from the Middle
East. That commitment paved the
way for the Oslo Accords.
In the 10 years before the secret

Israel-PLO meetings began, ofoeT
members of Norway’s ruling
Labor Party championed Yasser
Arafat and his cause.

By giving Norway the “honor"
of birthing the Oslo Accords
Israel, in its thirst for peace,

believed the Norwegians would
be honesi brokers, and unwitting-

ly played into the hands of those

committed to its eradication.

Central to Dagen's report was a
statement Tore Godal approved in

1971. when the Labor Ifarty Youth
Organization (AUF) undertook to

“support the forces which struggle

for the national and social libera-

tion of the Palestinian people.

"The qualification for lasting

peace must be that Israel ceases to

exist as a Jewish state," said the

AUF. "and that a progressive

Palestinian state is established

where all ethnic groups can Jive

side by side in complete equality."

Confronted with his words last

Friday, Godal said: "It is irrele-

vant what 2 meant at that point,

because the situation has

changed." But it has not changed;

STAN GOODENOUGH

it has drawn nearer to its goal.

Dagen traced the course set by
the AUF statement and pursued in

the ensuing years by various
Labor Party politicians, among
them Thorvald Stoltenberg, Knot
Frydenlund, and Norway’s pre-

sent Prime Minister Gro Harlem
Brundtiand.

Stoltenberg was foreign minis-
ter when the secret Israel-PLO
talks began in January 1993. (He
was also the brother-in-law of the
late Johan Joeigeh Holst, foreign

Bnmdtiand “leads Yasser Arafat
by the hand on the zed carpet
when he comes to receive the
NobeJ Prize for Peace.”"

'

Norway's present

foreign minister

committed his

Labor Party youth

wing to removing
Jewish Israel from
the Middle East

minister when the Oslo
Agreement was signed.) Ten years
before, he and then foreign minis-
ter Frydenlund visited Arafat in

Tunisia and returned to persuade
their Labor Party colleagues that

“there is no reason to doubt
Arafat’s willingness to sit at the
negotiating table.”

Frydenlund bad wanted Arafat
to visit Oslo, but Swedish prime
minister Olef Palme got the invi-

tation in first, so the chairmen of
the Scandinavian Labor Parties

met Arafat in Stockholm in April
1983. after which Brundtiand told

the press: “My view of Arafat is

that be is a knowledgeable and
interesting person ._ It is not an
extremist I have met with.”
Dagen recalled that the conclu-

sion reached by Palme, and by
Denmark's prime ministerAnker
Jorgensen, was equally clean
“Israel was the problem prevent-

.

ing peace in the Middle East” .

.

Thus, writes Dagen, 12 years
after meeting Arafat, Norway
watched as Prime Minister

IT IS important to note that the
statement signed by Godal in
1971 did not call for the destruc-
tion ofIsrael in the classic sense.
What it said was that Israel must
cease to exist as a Jewish, state.

Of cotizse, this is harifiy a new
idea. It has been regularly enunci-
ated by Israel’s Arab enemie&. Just
last month, Davor Riskon quoted

'

Egypt’s Foreign Minister Afar
Moussa as saying that “within the
framework of foe overall peace
arrangements, Israel will return to
its natural stature— in other wands,
with no ability to threaten the
Arabs, and in the end will be
absorbedinto the Arab expanse."

fit is this desire to eradicate
Jewish identity that has been
behind every act and force of anti-
semitism since Hainan. And now
Israel is playing right into its
enemy’s hands, fix this is the end to
which the peace process is heading.

And when, in President Bill
Clinton's perversion of the bibli-
cal blessing, Israel ceases to be “a
people dwelling alone, not reck-
oning itself among the rations,”
to which nation will we -gemfles
l°°k for that light .that you have
always believed to be your calline
to the world?

.

®

The writer is a South African
currently resident in Israel

Drive

Carefully!

Arrive

Wrath,

followed

by shame
MOSHE ARENS

East are sustained through peace

and stability, will also, of course,

exeat tremendous pressure on both

sides to achieve an equitable set-

tlement regardless of who is

Israel’s next premier or the next

head of the Palestinian Authority.

In the end a resolution to the

future of Jerusalem - perhaps the

thorniest of all issues - will be
found- in the context of a
Palestinian .state, which does not

preclude maintaining the unity of

the city as Israel's capfraL
Many Israeli settlements and.

settlers will remain in the West
Bank under Palestinian jurisdic-

tion (like many Palestinians in
Israel), and some settlements
(those sunotmdmg Jerusalem)
will be incorporated into IsraeLA
limited number of Palestinians

who want to reunite with their

families (perhaps up to 100,000)
will be repatriated while many ,

others win be compensated. And
foe final political borders (no
barbed wire or walls) will be
drawn, allowing people and goods
to move freely in both directions.

There are still many blind fanat-

ics, Palestinians and Israelis alike,

who wffi battle foe wind in their

refusal to accept the historic ver-

dict to coexistm peace. To them I

say: Give up! The sons of:

Abraham have come together,

they have come home. tb share
what Providence has given! ..

It is tins recognition, more than
anything else, mat win eventually

compel both rides to accept a
political settlement It is this

recognition that neither wffi live

in peace without the oiherandnei-
ther wffi rule over foe other that

givesbope to tbe future success of
the negotiations.

I
r is only common sense to

ijauee foe success of an opera-

gojfby the degree to which it

succeeded to attain its objective.

But what was *e objective of

Operation Grapes *55
itareturn to the “understandings

that had failed in tbe past, this

time in a four-paragraph memo

addressed to nobody and signed

bv no one? An understanding mat

makes the safety of die population

fa the north of Israel dependent on

the “Rood wffi" of foe Hizbullah,

and severely limits foe IDFs abil-

ity to fight this terrorist organiza-

tion’ It is difficult to believe that

that was the objective of our

prime minister when with much

‘fanfare he launched a military

operation that resulted in so much

pain and suffering for Israelis in

foe Galilee as well as for the

Lebanese civilian population.

What should have been the

objective of foe operation? To all

Israelis, not only the ones who
had to seek protection in tbe shel-

ters or who had to evacuate their

homes, it seemed obvious that

the IDF had been ordered to put

an end to Katyushas falling on

the Galilee, and that This mission

was going to be accomplished

within 48, or at most, 72 hours.

Nor should there have been any

doubt about the IDFs ability to

carry out this mission against the

few hundred Hizbullah terrorists

operating in southern Lebanon.

That the hostilities would continue

for 17 days, that Katyushas would

continue to rain (town on the

Galilee timing this entire period,

was a. nightmare that nobody had

foreseen and one which will con-

tinue to haunt us in the future. The
.
overriding perception left by
Operation Grapes of Wrath in

Israel, in the Middle East and in

ranch ofthe wodd, is that the IDF
. had been unable to put a stop to

Hizbullah's firing of Katyushas
against Israel. That perception,

even if mistaken, can have danger-

ous consequences for our popula-

tion m Galilee mid for Israel itself.

V

.
IN LIGHT of this, our prime
minister's boasting of the great

importance of the “understand-

ings” readied, and his congratu-

lations to the IDFs commanders
for the way foe 17-day operation ;

. was carried but,* sound hollow
'

indeed. In the short term, what''

has been achieved is no more
titan a return to the “understand-

ings" of 1993. These understand-

ings hampered the IDF substan-

tially in its- fight, against

Hizbullah and may have resulted

In a significant increase in IDF
casualties in. the fitting in the'

security zone dunng foe past

.

three years.

Ifthe IDF adheres to the limita-

tions imposed by these under-

standings, or more importantly to

Hizbullah’s interpretation of
these limitations, foe inhabitants

of Kiryat Sbmona and Nahariya
may not have to return to foe
shelters, but the IDF will have' to

pay the price by limiting itself to

foe “right of self-defense”
against Hizbullah rather than
actively pursuing tbe enemy, in
the well-known IDF tradition.

These distorted rules of engage-
'

meat may hold for a while, but
nobody expects Hizbullah to fight
by foe Marquess of Queensberry
rales. Sooner or later it will vio-
late Israel’s interpretation of the
“understandings,” while in foe
meantime the people of the
Galilee will continue to be-
hostages to Hizbullah’s moods
and frenzy.

.

Even more serious is the long-
tenn outlook. Regardless of Prime ^

Minister Shimon Peres’s and US
'

^ecretaiy of State Warren
Craftopher’s public utterances,
me 17-day campaign is not per-
craved as an Israeli victory — cer-
Jmnly not by Hizbullah or its

£?
nan ^ Syria and

foe rest the Arab world. It isnot

SSSV? revolved that it was not:
Hizbullah that sought a cease-fire.
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PARENTING

ruth mason

"W'WE been reading and enjoy-
. mg your parenting column
JLdurzng the nine months ofmy
pregnancy andnow J would tike to
ask: What adviceJwdrds erf wis-
dom do you havefor a new moth-
er

-

10-be? } love being pregnant
and am very much looking for-
ward to having the baby. But /.
know / have a lot to learn and I’m
trying to prepare myself both
physically, emotionally and infor-
mation-wisefor this big change in
our lives. Thanks for whatever
help you can provide.

1 can offer this expectant moth-
er the words of wisdom that

served jne well when I had my
first child (see below). But on
behalf of this young lady and
other. expectant moms, I turn to
you, our experienced readers.
What words of advice do you
have for parents-to-be? What wis-
dom have you gained. fiom your
own experience that can help oth-
ers? Send your typed or clearly
written thoughts to the Parenting
Column, Jerusalem Post, P.O. Box
81, Romema, Jerusalem 91000.
Or E-mail it.to parenting colum-
nist Ruth Mason. For those of you
with CompuServe, the address is

100274,1052. For those of you
with another E-mail provider; the

Internet address is:

1 00274. 1052@compuserve.com.
Please keep it short (under 100
words if possible). Phoned-in
quiries win not be accepted. We

will [Hint the most useful answers
in our column.

To the expectant Mom: The day
after our first daughter was born,
the midwife who assisted in her
delivery, Sandra Woods, visited us
in our hospital room (we
rooming-in and my husband,
myself and our new daughter all

dept - or tried to sleep - in the
same room in a New York City
hospital). When we told Sandra
with innocent amazement that we
had all slept only two hours the
night before, she said, “Welcome
to post-partmn.” I felt as if some
pearly gates had opened under an
ornate arch and we were entering
a new land. When I asked for
some words of wisdom to help us
navigate this uncharted territory,

. Sandra said three things: “Feed
her when she’s hungry. Never
wake a sleeping baby. And sleep
when the baby sleeps."

In response to this advice, I
inquired about having the baby on
a schedule. Sandra, a veteran of
hundreds of births, gazed at me
and said, "Whose schedule?"

For better or worse (arid I think

far for the better far the babies),

we followed this advice with our
two subsequent children as well.

For advice about infant sleep
problems that may or may not
ensue from following a laissez-

faire approach to scheduling
babies, see next week’s colum.

Jewish legislator battles

Tennessee fundamentalism

S
TEVE Cohen has been
called the last liberal is die

Ibnnessee State Senate. He’s
also its only Jew.

He chew .attention recently

when his was die only vote
against a state resolution that

called on people to post the Tfen

Commandments in their homes,
businesses and schools.

“The Tfen Commandments were
given to us by God,” Cohen said. .

General Assembly's h$ip mdis- _

geminating them."

Although he was bn the losing

side of the political battle, he
.

appears to have the law on his

side. The state attorney general

said die resolution was unconsti-

tutional, because it violated the

separation of church and state.

Some legislators apparently
'

believed drat posting the Ten
Commandments would restore die

moral baas of American society,

and reduce crime, die divorce rate

and other social ills. Others saw it

as a “political opportunity to

appease the radical religious

right," said Cohen.
“The religious right has many

people crippled and blinded,"

Cohen, 46, told The Hew York

Times. “They’re cowering when
there’s no need to cower."

There are 17,000* Jews in

Tennessee, ont of 4.5 million peo-

ple in the state. “This is heart of

the Bible Belt and Memphis is the

buckle," said Gary Srepser, execu-

tive director of the Memphis
Jewish Federation. “It cakes reli-

gion seriously and a lot of that

religion is fundamentalism."

Tennessee has a certain notori-

ety for fevering religion. The state

was the stage for the so-called

“Scopes Monkey Trial," a 1925

legal battle in which a biology

teacher, John Scopes, was. con-

victed of the crime of teaching

evolution.

At the time, the law prohibited

die teaching of scientific evolu-

tion theories, such as the concept

that man evolved from monkeys,
that conflicted with the biblical

creation story.

The “Monkey Trial" mentality

resurfaced again this year, only to

be buried on March 28, when the

state Senate voted to JriU a mea-
sure that would have allowed
school boards to fire teachers who
tell students that evolution is feet.

.“These people want to create a

theocracy," Cohen said ofhis col-

leagues in the state legislature.

while he fumed at the Ten
Commandments resolution as a

dangerous mix of religion and
politics, h? also thought it

.

gave
Tennessee, d£ home state of US;

#

Vice Presic|rat:AT Gore, a 'bad
nanfeMt " makes us look like a

backwoods state, a stale that dis-

courages educated thinking and
science, a state that is fundamen-
talist in nature," Cohen said.

Cohen, a lawyer from Memphis,
is a member of the Tennessee-

Israel Cooperation Commission
and a sponsor of legislation that

created Tennessee's Holocaust
Commission. He is known for

defending abortion rights and
civil rights protections for homo-
sexuals.

“I think a goodly part of my lib-

eralism comes from my Jewish

heritage," said Cohen, the grand-

son of a Lithuanian immigrant to

the US. “My positions do emanate

from my experiences."

When he was six, Cohen got a
profound lesson in civil rights. At

an exhibition baseball game, a

white player from the Chicago
White Sox gave a baseball to

Cohen, who bad polio and was on

crotches. When Cohen thanked

him, the player said the ball was-

n't from him; it was from Minnie
Minoso, a black player.

“He didn't feel comfortable giv-

ing a baseball to a white person in

Memphis in 1955," Cohen said.

“Even acts of kindness from
human being to human being or

from adult to child were prohibit-

ed or looked at askance.”

Cohen also gets' his inspiration

from former US president John F.

Kennedy. He recalls seeing

Kennedy’s picture cm the cover of

Time magazine during the 1960
presidential campaign, along with

the headline: “Gan a Catholic be

elected?"

“And I had to think, what about

a Jew?" Cohen said.
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Playboy founder Hugh Hefner
enjoys life at 70

MICHAEL MILLER

LOS ANGELES

S
EX, says Playboy empire
founder Hugh Hefner, is as

good at 70 as it was at 30.
And “Hef,” as he likes to be

called, should know.
There may have been a few

centerfolds he didn't have sex
with over the years, but not
many, he admitted in a recent

interview.

But at tbe biblical threescore

years and ten, which he reached

last month, he has a permanent
playmate; his wife, Kimberley,
who was Playboy's playmate of
the year in 1 989.
Pictures of the former

Kimberley Conrad adorn his
library, where the interview
took place, one of which shows
his wife of nearly seven years
(who is 36 years younger than
he is), almost fully nude.
Asked by the interviewer, “Is

sex at 70 as good as it was at
30?"

Hefner, looking directly at his

wife's revealing photograph,
replied, “Yes, when you’re in

love, sex is good at any age."

Hefher does not see much dif-

ference in the man who created
a sexual revolution in America
in 1953 with the first publica-
tion of Playboy magazine and
the man today.

“You don't change a great
deal. I’m still very much the

man and boy who dreamed the

dreams," he said, adding that he
was more the boy than fee man.
Looking back on a life at his

Playboy mansions, one in

Chicago which he subsequently
sold and the other in Los
Angeles, where he still lives,

fee debonair playboy has few
regrets.

Dressed in a pair of his trade-

mark black silk pajamas and
scarlet silk smoking jacket,

Hefher said:

“In a life feat has pushed the

outer boundaries of social

great majority ,of my dreams
and my fantasies and I'm able

to look back on that adventur-

ous time with great pleasure,

“But 1 must $ay, these

September years are fee best of
all for me. I’ve come full circle

with Kimberley and our two
children," he said.

The change in Hefner’s life

came in 1985 when he had a
stroke which left him temporar-

ily partially paralyzed and
unable to speak. He fully recov-
ered but the incident left an
indelible mark on him.
As he put it, “I’ve called it a

stroke of luck, and I used it... to

put down the luggage of my
life, which meant, in effect, feat

there wasn’t anything else I had
to prove, feat I had -accom-
plished what I wanted to
accomplish.
“1 had been running veiy very

fast and I just got off fee train

and started smelling the flowers
a little bit, so 1 don’t have feat

other kind of pressure any
more."
Hefner handed over control of

his empire - fee magazine, fee

Playboy cable television net-

work. Playboy Videos and the

Playboy line of clothing and
accessories - to his daughter,

Christie, from bis first mar-
riage.

However, with fee relaxation

of fee public persona pressure

he has become more involved
wife his pet project, fee maga-
zine.

‘Her with his present wife of.eight years and former playmate Kimberley Conrad in 1988. At 70,
Hefner reflects that these ‘September years’ are his best yet. (Reuter)

change it is remarkable how
roughly few scandals have real-

ly been in my life.

“I think feat my life has been
by and large very well lived.

My views and values have
changed veiy little over the

years, and to have had fee kind
of impact that I've had on some
of the social and sexual values

is something I take a particular

pride in."

Hefner does not miss his

once-hectic lifestyle in which

beautiful women swam and
suntanned nude on fee grounds
of his mansions.
“Once you can say, ’been

there, done that,* it becomes
kind of pointless doing it over

and over again. I’ve fulfilled a

He personally picks fee play-

mate of fee month from pho-
tographs and overseas the

Playmate cover, centerfold and
layout.

And fee only Playboy bunnies
iq fee Playboy Mansion these

days are of the four-legged vari-

ety - rabbits kept in Hefner’s

large personal zoo along wife

more than 200 species of exotic

birds together wife monkeys
and other animals. (Reuter)

laries of social
chan8ed vei7 Rule over the once-hectic lifestyle in which and over again. I’ve fulfilled a and other animals.

Don’t worry - the world is getting better
nOrf 7A tiftore rtf thot A frli'o uo'irc uflacK AQfinn Kun " Pkrtlu rti* tkrt rtrtnhrtAnt hurl’

FOR the past 24 years,

humanity has lived under
tbe shadow of a doom-

laden book called The Limits to

Growth ,' which was commis-
sioned by the Club of Rome
and based on a computer simu-
lation called World3.
Worid3 calculated feat, if the

world went on gobbling up its

resources at 1972 rates abd fee-

population kept rising, fee

planet would run out of every-

thing pretty soon. Then fee

population would crash, bil-

lions would starve to death,

output would plummet and pol-

lution soar. The only reassnring

thing about fee book was feat

fee crash was not due to happen
for another 70 or 80 years.

But have fee last 24 years of
worry been needless? These
latter-day Malfeusians, it turns

out, were about as wrong as it

is possible to be: exactly as

wrong as Thomas Malfeus was
back in 1798 when he predicted

mass starvation as population

growth outstripped increases in

agricultural supply.

Now, we are told, there are no
limits to growth. The world
will go on getting better and
better for more and more peo-

ple. Technology breakthroughs
will stop us running out of raw
materials, clean-up programs
will deal wife pollution and, if

we need more space, there are

always fee deserts and the

oceans.
These marvelous tidings are

contained in a massively cheer-

ing book called The State of
Humanity ,

edited by Julian L.
Simon,which brings together
57 essays of joyfulness.

About tbe only bad news
about fee book is its price (£55
hardback - about NTS 260) and
its weight (about fee same as a

brick). Even feat may be an

affirmation of the principle that

we are not running out of
resources. Simon is obviously

not worrying about trees.

The book is full of graphs
which all reassuringly go up
where they are meant to (lifewhere they are meant to (life

expectancy, proportion of
American houses with indoor
lavatories, etc.) and down when
they ought (infant mortality, air

pollution in London, world
consumption of cigarettes, fee

cost of computer power). They
may wiggle about a bit but the

trends are truly there. Life just

goes on getting better.

“If present trends continue,

the world in 2000 will be less

crowded, less polluted, more
stable ecologically and less

vulnerable to resource-supply
disruption than it is now,"
Simon recalls writing in 1984.

In the latest volume, he notes

feat “the years have been kind

to our forecasts and there is a

stronger reason than ever to

believe these progressive

trends will continue past the

year 2000, past 2100 and indef-

initely."

SOME may beg to differ. But if

fee company’s shares may be
on fee skids, or the children on
drugs, these problems are tran-

sitory, mere statistical blips. It

is fee long view that matters.

Take life expectancy. Four
centuries ago, life expectancy
in Britain was just under 40.

Now it is almost twice that.

Four hundred years ago, even
among the peerage, infant dis-

eases carried off 265 children

per 1,000 by the age of five.

Now fee figure is around 10 in

fee developed countries and
still falling.

In fee developing world, it is

much higher but still falling

steadily. Life expectancy in

Africa averages 52 years,

which “would have been fee

envy of every country in

Europe at the turn of fee centu-
ry." In the West, says Simon,
even working-class people
enjoy a higher material stan-

dard of living than princes of

200 years ago.

Or take pollution. As coun-
tries get richer, they devote
more resources to cleaning up.

There are fish in fee Thames
again and a third as much sul-

fur dioxide in the London air as

in the 1960s.

As societies become richer,

their populations demand a bet-

ter environment and are pre-

pared to pay for one. Even in

Russia, the worst polluter on
the planet, this is starting to

happen.
Or take natural resources. Far

from running out of oil or food,

we have more every year
thanks to better exploration
techniques, miracle grain

strains and more efficient dis-

tribution.

Known oil reserves are higher

than ever and, by the time the

oil runs out, we should have
cracked fee secret of nuclear

fusion, which produces energy
out of water.

But there is a glaring flaw to

this argument. Just because
things have got consistently

better, why should they go on
doing so in fee future? This, it

appears, is the wrong- question

to ask. Simon stands the argu-

ment on its head: It is up to the

doorasters to prove that the

future will be different from
the past - when we have always
overcome Malthusianism.
Simon is capable of display-

ing breathtaking insouciance,

especially when he discusses

the possibility of a global
plague, such as Aids, the

“flesh-eating bug,” Ebola or,

for that matter, Creuzfeldt-

Jakob disease, the human ver-

sion of mad cow
disease.Progress has allowed
diseases, as well as people, to

travel fee globe at amazing
speed.

No city on earth is more than

about 24 hours from any other.

Simon comfortingly notes that

even the Black Death, which
killed off about a quarter of
Europe’s population, only set

the continent back a century or

so.

The prophets of doom are,

however, still with us. Three
years ago fee original authors
of The Limits to Growth ,

Donella and Dennis Meadows,
returned to the fray with a new
book, Beyond the Limits, which
is, if anything, even more
alarming than fee original.

Some people, it seems, just

can't help worrying.

(The Daily Telegraph)
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JP Special: NIS 108.00 JP Special NIS 108.00

Special for Both Directories: NIS 199

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81,

Jerusalem 91000 Tel 02-241282

Led by Prof. Yom Tov Assls, of the History of the

Jewish People Dept at the Hebrew University, the

tour will study the re-establishment of the Jewish

communities In Western Europe following the

medieval expulsions.

Please send me
Israel Business & Government Offertory: NIS 108

Israel Marketing &Meda Directory: NIS 108

Both Directories: NIS 199.00

We tour Amsterdam, the island of Ouderkerk, the

Hague, Leiden, London, Lincoln, Cambridge, York,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Oxford, Guildford,
*

Canterbury and Ramsgate.

Enclosed is my check, payable to

The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

Visa Qlsracard Diners

CC No.

Name„

Includes daily lectures, flights on S Ai and Air UK, ail

tours and entrance fees, first class hotels with buffet

breakfast, kosher meals on Shabbat (Friday night and

Shabbat lunch), local English guides and an English-

speaking escort

Crty_

Tel.

ID No.

Signal

Price: US$ 2190 per person in a double room.

For reservations and further Information:

Jo-Anne Greenblatt, Tel. 02-342079,

E-Mail: greenbl@yanvsuff.cc.hufi.ac.il (Greenblatt)

or Debbie Zuberi, Tel. 02-3451 91

.

The trip is in conjunction with Ziontours, 19 Hiilel St,

Jerusalem, Fax. 02-255329.
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Business& Finance
Lower taxes highlight ‘Importers should absorb
Netanyahueconomics

weaJ^ene(J shekel costs’
LOWER taxes, speed trains, no
capital-gains tax, and cheaper

real estate, are the focus of Likud
Chairman Binyamin Netanyahu's
economic -plan, which was re-

vealed to a group of businessmen
in Tel Aviv this week.

Promising to have Israel join

the world's richest countries, Ne-
tanyahu said that if he and his

party are elected, “the biggest

surprise would come from what
we will do in the economy."
Netanyahu plans to cut income

tax and encourage investment by
reducing government interfer-

ence. Israel's growth rate - more
than 6 percent on average in each
of the past five years - is too low,

and the currentper capita pro-

duction of $15,000 is half of what
it should be, be added.
The head of the Likud attacked

the government for neglecting

the deficit problem and for allo-

cating NIS 6 billion to the kib-

butz debt write-off arrangement,
NIS 1.8b. to the bailout of the
Histadrnt-owned Clalit health
fund, and NIS lb. in VAT re-

turns and other assistance to the
Palestinian Authority.

Within his first 90 days in of-

fice, Netanyahu said he would
launch a program to cut income
tax incrementally over several

years, and he would refrain from
imposing a capital gains tax.

Netanyahu promised to elimi-

nate “entire departments" within

government ministries, which
should ideally be reduced to 10,

from the current 20. Ministerial

personnel would not be laid off to

reach this goal
,
only hiring should

come to a halt.

The Likud chairman added
that privatization would be accel-

erated, although he would not
sell Rafael.

According to Netanyahu, the
supply of land should be expand-
ed by state property sales, which
currently encompass 93% of the
country’s land. The resulting in-

crease in housing would also ne-

cessitate transportation up-
grades, especially railway system
improvements. Netanyahu prom-
ised it would eventually take 15
minutes by train to travel from
Safed to Haifa.
Netanyahu dismissed wide-

spread observations that a Likud
victory would be bad for busi-

ness. “Look at Hong Kong,
which people knew will return to

China, or South Korea or Tai-
wan, which are far from being at

peace with their neighbors, but
still have tremendously strong

economies," he said.

Dollar soars another 0.7% to NIS 3.28
PRICES of imports should not rise

as a result of the shekel's recent

depreciation. Finance Minister

Avrabam Sbohat said yesterday.

Shohat added he hoped import-

ers would unilaterally absorb the

ensuing higher cost of foreign-

made goods.
The shekel’s plunge against

main foreign currencies continued

yesterday when it traded as low as

3.295, before settling at 3.284 to

the dollar.

Many Israeli exporters, espe-

cially in low-tech industries, have

been complaining over the past

three years that tbs shekel is over-

valued and was therefore hurting

sales abroad. Most economists,

however, have blamed the coun-
try’s yawning trade deficit - winch

exceeded $121 billion in 1995 - to

the government’s expansive fiscal

policies rather than to the ex-

change rate.

Speaking on Israel Radio. Sho-

hat said he was not afraid of new
pay demands by the public sector,

since he was sure the shekel's de-

valuation would not have a “dra-

matic" impact on consumer prices.

Hie Bank of Israel, apparently

Jerusalem Post Staff

Shohat: Not afraid of
oew pay demands by the

public sector. (Isaac Harari)

content with the market's adjust-

ment of its previously over-valued

currency, has stuck by its policy of

the past few months by refraining

from trade intervention.

Analysts say the central bank is

not likely to join the market may-

hem as long as the exchange rate

remains sufficiently distant from

the bank's floating band — which is

7 percent above and below the

theoretical diagonal band of a

weighted basket of seven leading
foreign cuxrendes.

At its current rate, the shekel is

still 1.8% beneath the so-called

middle line, which is 8.8% lower
than the point which would re-

quire central bank intervention.

The shekel’s accelerated depre-

ciation has come following wide-

spread expectations that after the

elections the new government
would slash the budget by NIS 4
billion, a move which would allow

the Bank of Israel to reduce rates

and indirectly devalue the shekel
The market's behavior is, there-

fore, largely aimed at bracing for

macro-economic developments
which might not take place, ulti-

mately leading to a renewed wave
of dollar selling and shekel appre-

ciation, commented Nehemia
Strassler in yesterday’s Ha’aretz.

Vishay, Eisenberg join up to develop Chinese metals
ELECTRONIC components manufactur-
er Vishay Intertechnology and the Eisen-
berg Group will invest at least $40 million
in developing China’s tantalum industry.
Vishay Chairman and CEO Dr. Felix
Zandman said yesterday.

Tantalum is a rare gray-white metal
highly resistant to heat and adds.
The companies announced that a part-

nership formed by Vishay. which is listed

on theNew York Stock Exchange, and the
Eisenberg Group, which is controlled by
Shaul Eisenberg, has signed a cooperation

GAUT UPtOS BECK

agreement with the state-owned China Na-
tional Non-Ferrous Metals Industry Corp.

According to the agreement, the compa-
nies will develop the tantalum industry in

China, including the mining and refining of
tantalum ore and the production of tanta-

lum capadtors in China through several

joint ventures.

Zandman said the companies are finish-

ing the definitive terms of the pact, which
involves a separate joint venture for each

aspect of the project. Vishay will operate
and manage the tantalum project.

The chairman said the first goal of the

joint venture is to increase significantly the
supply of tantalum ore and raw tantalum

concentrate by improving an existing tan-

talum mine in China.
“The final step of this long-term project,

which envisions foe establishment of a
world-class tantalum capadtor manufac-
turing facility in China, should allow Vi-

israel electric imm man Mizrahi reps

off to Europe

despite sanctions

GAUT UPKIS BECK

A DELEGATION of United
Mizrahi Bank representatives
embarked on a road show to Eu-
rope yesterday following pres-

sure by Finance Minister Avra-
ham Shohat to go ahead with the

bank’s share issue by the end of
the month.
The delegation was initially

scheduled to go to Europe on
Sunday, but the trip was tempo-
rarily postponed Sunday due to
the escalation of work sanctions

by Mizrahi employees.
The government’s original in-

tention was to issue in May 20
percent of UMB's shares to in-

vestors here and abroad,, with
60% of them allocated to Euro-
pean institutional investors.

On Monday, Shohat met with

Meir Yacobson, general manager
of MI Holdings, the govern-
ment’s privatization company,
and instructed him to go ahead
with the issue before month's
end.

The delegation will promote
the bank before institutional in-

vestors in London, Scotland, and
Switzerland.

Meanwhile. UMB workers
continued work sanctions to pro-
test management’s decision to

fire more than 200 workers as
well as the firm's failure to im-
prove its 1995 wage agreement
proposal.

Head of UMB’s workers com-
mittee Sara Leiserovitz said
workers will close today the
bank's Jerusalem branches and
the administration division.

Leiserovitz said the workers
committee rejected manage-
ment’s proposal to sign a wage
agreement giving employees a
2.5% rise In wages. She said

workers at other banks received a
5%-6% wage rise last year.

Want to keep

in close touch

with your

securities

till 11 Pi

Alex Brown,

Giza expect big

year together

GAUT UPKIS BECK

US investment banking firm Alex
Brown and the local Giza Invest-

ment company hope to undertake

two to three initial pub&c offerings

(IPOs) and several mergerand ac-

quisitoa transactionsfor local com-
panies during the next 12 months,
Alex Brown chairman and chief

executive officer Buzzy Krongard
said yesterday.

Krongard said the joint compa-
ny intends to focus primarily on
technology, health-care, media,
and communications industries.

The chairman said Alex Brown
representatives have already vis-

ited about 30 companies - includ-

ing large firms like Elbit, Elsrint,

and Teva - which may require
their services.

Alex Brown was the number
one-ranked underwriter of ven-
ture-backed IPOs in the US last

year. The firms, whose cheats in-

clude Sdtex and ECI Telecom,
completed 64 public offerings.

Krongard said the group’s de-
cision to increase its presence
here, which began five years ago,
is primarily due to the availability

of brainpower.

“More and more Israeli com-
panies are now achieving a cer-

tain size that makes them attrac-

tive to us,” he said. “We see
more commercial adaptations to
technologies and many more
companies that have matured
beautifully. We have found that

Israeli venture capital firms port-

folios are fail of good
opportunities."
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Tourism Mhrfsw te
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NTS 40 million to be invested m tonnsmjHOjects m
director-general Efi Goniwn said yesterday-^ ^ ^

! He was speaking at a conference erf repreMD^tw®

country’s majorworks committees &
^nnently

tourists to visit the area. Gonnen added the cmmstiy

spearheadmg a $500,000 marketing pr^ram.

toa relatll development, American Express announced yes-

terday Ufa initiating a campaign, “Egress tothe^j^
encourage credit card holders to visit Upper and Western Gak

lee between now and mid-July. It is offering a cboice
|

day and half-day discounted excursions to

and accommodation sites.

.

Discount economists: ’96

inflation may reach 12.5%
GAUT UPKIS BECK

shay to continue to expand significantly its.

presence in China and the Pacific Rim,”
Zandman said.

The project, when fully operational, win

involve the establishment of additional joint

ventures to improve the operations of refin-

eries in China and to develop a new facility

to manufacture tantalum capadtors there.

He added that he expects the project to

have a major effect on Vishay worldwide
and especially on Vishay Dimona, which is

among the world's leading producers of

tantalum capadtors.

BANK Discount’s economists are

forecasting 12 percent to 12-5%
inflation this year, up from last

year’s 8.1%, according to an eco-

nomic survey pubiisbed yesterday.

At the start of the year, com-
mercial banks predicted an infla-

tion rate of 8%-10% and Discount

had predicted an annual rate of

11% in March. •

A bank spokesman said the

forecast takes into account the dol-

lar’s recent surge against the shek-
el.

The consumer price index in-

creased by 14% during this year’s

first quarter. The economists said

part of the rise was due to a re-

newed increase in housing juices,

which had remained relatively sta-

ble until the end of last year.

According to the economists,
single-digit inflation will not be
achieved in 1996 as tong as the

means of payments growth stays at

20 percent per year; In April, the

means of payment increased by
1.5%-2%.
The bank said the public's infla-

tionary expectations for next year

have continuously risen hi recent

months, reaching 12% in ApriL -

The economists said it is reason-

able to assume-that'the Bank of-

fered will raise its lentfing rate un-

less there is a drop in inflationary

expectations and a decrease in the _

means of payment growth. They *9

expressed doubt that interest rates

will drop since it would require a

significant budget deficit cut.

According to the report, a

NIS 2 bflhon-NIS 3b. cut in the

budget deficit is necessary due to

changes in macroeconomic fac-

tors. It stressed that the cut should

be made in public consumption as

opposed to an increase in govern-

ment tax receipts. In addition, the

targeted budget deficit for 1997
- should not rise above 1.75% of the

Gross Domestic Product.

Bank Hapoalim, which also

pubiisbed an economic report yes-

terday, said the government’s

large expenses resulting from
events' ifr die North will make it

very difficult to reduce the deficit

since there are very few reserves in

this year’s budget
Hapoalim economists empha-

sized that tourism suffered the

most from the recent events.

Based on optimistic forecasts, the

sector will grow fay 3%-5% this

year, but based on pessamstic pre-

dicnonSi it wffl experience -a real

- drop in- me growth- rate.
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Sdtex Corporation Ltd.

Notice ofAnnual GeneralMeetingofShareholders
Notiw is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Sharahoktera of Sdtex

industrial Pari. Herzfia B, Israel on Thursday, May 16, 1996 at 11.-00 un,
Shareholdmaf record atthactose of business on April 8, 1998, are entitled
to notice of, and to vote at. the meeting and notices, proxy sofictetion

Shareholders who are Interested m further Information
should contact David Shuiman, the Corporate Secretary
ofthe Company, Teh 09-597334. ;

Herzfla, Israel May 8, 1£©6 settex

BECKER CPA REVIEW COURSE
America's Number One
Review Course

IS NOW IN TEL-AVIV
U.5A Citizenship or Residency is Nof Required

increase your knowledge ofUiA accounting principles, auditing standards fax 1™ JL -

Opening on June 1 4, 1 996 at the Colony Hotel (Mandarin). . * .

#
•

and bw.

,

Open Seminar, at the Colony Hotel (Mandarin), Friday-May 17, at J$

For further information
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK call 09-5 1 0835
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Market remains

steady despite

weaker shekel
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FELICE MARANZ

TWo-Slded index

STOCK Indexes closed little

changed yesterday as optimism

that a weakening shekel wQ] add

to exporter’s profits offset con-

cern that the weakening currency

will prompt rising inflation.

An increase in inflation would
push the Bank of Israel towards

raising interest rates in late May,
when it is scheduled to announce

monetary policy for June.

The Two-Sided Index fell 0.05

percent and the Maof Index rose

0.14%. Of 993 issues trading

across the exchange, nine shares

fell for every five that rose.

Some NIS 93.4 million worth

of shares were traded, NIS 13m.
above Monday’s level and about

NIS 20m. above last month’s av-

erage trading level

“There is concern in the mar-

ket about the dollar, interest

rates, and inflation,” said David

Rosenberg, head of research at

Pacific Mediterranean. ’‘The
market wanted a devaluation, but

maybe not as much of one as it’s

Maof index

getting.”

Export-oriented companies with

gains for a second day included

chemical companies. Israel Chem-
icals rose 15%, Makhteshim rose

1.75%, and Agan rose 15%.
Koor Industries, which pro-

duces about 7% of the country’s

total industrial output, was the

most active share on the market,

falling 0.25% as NIS 12,6m.
worth of shares changed hands.

Koor fell amid concern that the

building industry here is slowing,

Rosenberg said.

Gaining shares listed on the

Maof included Delek, the Israel

Fuel Corp., which rose 2.25%.

Delek rose after news reports

that its auto franchise was more

profitable than expected, Rosen-

berg said.

Other gaining shares included

Clal Industries, which rose

1.25%, Tadiran, which rose

1.25%, First International Bank
of Israel, which rose 1.25%, and

Teva, which gained 025%.

(Bloomberg)

UK shares follow

Wall St. drop
1 WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Renter) - British
shares yesterday fell to their low-
est level since early April as Wall
Street continued its recent weak
trend and London equities sought

direction following a long week-
end holiday, dealers and fund
managers said. The FTSE 100
closed 28.6 points lower at

3,723.0, a five-week low.

FRANKFURT - Shares ended
bourse trade slightly higher and
near the day’s peak in thin deal-

ings as the market searched for

direction after tumbling about
two percent last Friday. The 30-

share DAX index ended bourse

trade up 10.62 points at 2,479.53

and near the session high of

2,481.40. In post-bourse trade

the Dax stood at 2,476.79 up
327. -

PARIS - French shares dosed
lower yesterday after they had
turned weaker in the afternoon

under the influence of a lower T-

bond and a mixed Wall Street.

The market is dosed today. The
CAC-40 index dosed down 6.68

points at 2,083.74.

TOKYO - Stocks dosed lower

for the fourth straight session,

with investors reluctant to take

fresh positions on the first day of
business after the “Golden
Week” holidays. Brokers said

that while the key Nikkei average

was lower, the downward risk

was limited. The Nikkei lost

167.10 points to end at 21,495.28.

It was the first time since April 8

that the Nikkei had closed below

21,500.

Dow reaches lowest

level in three months
WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-

chip stocks were rocked by an-

other wave of setting yesterday

that drove the Dow Jones indus-

trial average to its lowest level in

more than three months as inves-

tors shifted to Treasury bonds to

take advantage of the jump in

their long-term yield.

Based on early and unofficial

data, the Dow index ended down

4336 points at 5,420.95, extend-

ing its losing streak to a fourth

straight session. It was the lowest

close for the index since Feb. 5,

when it finished at 5,407.59. -

In the broader market, declin-

ing issues led advances 13-9 on

active trading of 409 million

shares on the New York Stock,

i Exchange.

HARK STERLING YEN SFr FFr

MARK — QB339/42 6&S3/9N 031 62/85 3n78i/ae

STERLING 23034/44 — 15078/90 18799/18 7 .7707/71

YEN 1 .4493/13 0 -6291/00 — 1.1832S0 4388805

SFr 122.44/54 05314/20 84j43/4N — 4.1361/04

FFr 02858161 01284/85 20-38/4N 02415/18 —
Prieaa tana ZMO local toa

ELECTION
(Continued Grom Page 1)

of video clips with statements

made by Netanyahu and other

Likud leaders, and of demonstra-

tions reflecting the incitement

and violence prevalent before

Rabin’s assassination and the at-

tempts to deiegitimize the

government

However, campaign informa-

tion director Minister Haim Ra-

mon said he has not yet decided

whether to use all or any of this

material It is assumed Labor wQl

use these clips only if the Likud

broadcasts pictures of mass ter-

rorist attacks and hints that Peres

is responsible for them, albeit

indirectly.

Other Labor broadcasts will at-

tempt to prepare public opinion

for the possibility of another mass

terrorist attack - engineered by

Iran to hurt Peres in the elections

- calling on the public “not to let

terrorism determine the outcome

of the elections and which gov-

ernment will rule.”

Some broadcasts will present

the achievements of the Rabin-

Peres government, in contrast to

the failures of the previous Likud

government. The clips will em-

phasize Labor's “Yes’s” - yes to

separation, yes to negotiations on

a permanent settlement, yes to a

referendum at the end of the ne-

gotiations - compared to the Li-

kud’s “No’s."

Others will show Netanyahu

making contradictory statements

concerning talks with the PLO,

the Oslo agreements, and other

issues.
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SPORTS

Blackhawks in

OT win
CHICAGO (AP) - Sergei

Krivokrasov, shifted to (he top

line afterTony Amonie suffered a

third-period injury, scored 46 sec-

onds into overtime Monday night

to lift the Chicago Blackhawks to

a 4-3 victory over the Colorado
Avalanche.

It was the second overtime win
of the series for Chicago, which

trailed 3-1 late in the second peri-

od before getting goals by Joe
Murphy and Jeremy Roenick.

The Blackhawks, who won (he

opener 3-2 on Roenick’s overtime

goal, can lake (he best-of-7 NHL
series with victories in Chicago
today and at Colorado on
Saturday.

Eric Daze came up with a loose

puck in Colorado ice and passed
into the right faceoff circle to

Krivokrasov, who beat Patrick

Roy high to the stick side.

Krivokrasov had been skating on
the fourth line until Amonte, one
of Chicago’s best players, went
out with a leg injury with 8:06 left

in regulation.

Second-period goals by Peter
Forsberg, Mike Ricci and Joe
SaJtic put Colorado in control

before Murphy scored on a con-
troversial play with 36.6 seconds
left in the period.

Murphy wristed a shot past Roy,
who was screened by Murray
Craven. The upset goalie argued
with referee Terry Gregson that

the score should have been disal-

lowed because Craven was in the

goal crease. Though television

replays confirmed that Roy was
correct, the play is not reviewable

under NHL rules and the goal

stood.

Craven, who missed Chicago's
5-1 loss with food poisoning, also

figured prominently in the tying

goal at 6:48 ofthe third period. He
outworked Adam Foote and Sakic

along the boards and got the puck
to Roenick, who went in on a
breakaway and beat Roy.

The Blackhawks got a boost

from the return of goaiie Ed
Belfour, who also missed Game 2
with food poisoning. Belfour

made 1 8 saves but barely survived

the second period, when his team-

mates' mistakes made his job dif-

ficult.

Chris Chelios’ turnover set up
Forsberg ’s goal and Enrico
Ciccone's giveaway enabled Ricci

to score. A charging penalty by

Bob Probert resulted in Sakic's

power-play goal for the

Avalanche's 3-1 lead.

Forsberg ’s goal was incredible

in that be scored with just one

hand on his stick. Checked hard

from the left side by Craven.
Forsberg was only able to stick-

handle with his right hand. He
nonetheless managed to flip a shot

over Belfour's glove and into the

top of the net.

Sakic’s goal was his league-high

10th of the playoffs.

NHL Playoffs
Conference Semifinals

MONDAY’S RESULTS
Chicago 4, Colorado 3 lOT)
(Chicago leads series 2-1)

LASTNIGHT:
Pittsburgh at NY Rangers
(Series tied 1-1)

Philadelphia at Florida

(Series tied 1-1)

TODAY
Detroit at SL Louis
(Detroit leads series 2-0)

Colorado at Chicago
TOMORROW
Pittsburgh at NY Rangers
Philadelphia at Florida

English soccer promotion playoffs

Sunday, May 12 (First Leg):
Division One
Charlton vs Crystal Palace
Leicester vs. Stoke
Division Two
Bradford vs. Blackpool
Crewe vs. Notts County
Division Three
Colchester vs. Plymouth
Hereford vs. Darlington

Wed May 15 (Second leg)

Final (Saturday, May 25):

Division Three
(Winner promoted to Division

Two)
Sunday, May 26
Division Two
(Winner to Division One
Monday, May 27
Division One
(Winner to Premier League)

Sonics go 2-up over Rockets,

set 3-point playoff mark
SEATTLE (AP) - The Seattle

Supereonics hit a playoff-record

20 3-pointers, including 13 in a

row, to beat the Houston Rockets

105-101 Monday night and take a

commanding 2-0 series lead over

the two-time defending NBA
champions.

It was Seattle’s 1 1th consecutive

victory over the Rockets, includ-

ing six this season.

The teams combined for 33 3-

pointers, also a playoff record.

Detlef Schrempf led the Sonics

with 21 points and Gary Payton,

selected the league's Defensive
Player of the Year earlier in the

day. had 1 S points and made a key

steal from Hakeem Olajuwon in

the closing seconds.

CTyde DrexJer scored 19 points

for Houston. Olajuwon, held to six

points in Seattle's 33-pomt victory

in Game 1, had 17 points and 16

rebounds.
Payton knocked the ball loose

from Olajuwon In the comer with
10.2 seconds left after the Houston
center rebounded Mario Elie’s

missed 3-poinier with the Rockets
trailing by two.

Shawn Kemp got the ball and
was fouled by Olajuwon. Kemp
then made two free throws to seal

Seattle's win.

“I knew Hakeem was going to

get the ball and try to do some-
thing,” Payton said of his crucial

steal. “1 stuck my hand in there

and knocked it loose. Fortunately,

Shawn was able to pick it up.”

Games 3 and 4 will be played in

Houston on Friday night and
Sunday.

Seattle made 20 of 27 3-pointers

(74 percent), while the Rockets
were 1 3 of 37 from behind the arc

(48%).
The Sonics broke Houston's

playoff record of 19 3 -pointers, set

against Utah on April 29. 1995.

Houston and Utah combined for
28 3s in that game.
Nate McMillan, who was 5-for-

5 from long range, said 3-point

shooting has become an important
part of Seattle's offense.

“Teams have been double-team-
ing us big-time," he said. “So
when our big guys get it down in

the post, they kick it outside for

the 3.”

In the final quarter, Seattle made
five 3-pointers, including one by

OVERDRIVE — Seattle’s Shawn Kemp bowls over Hakeem
Olajuwon en route to a layup. cap)
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Her, it was Seattle's 13th con- PrH {ILv
tive 3-pointer. Didder's two

throws with 15 seconds left in *. _
leriod gave Houston an 82-80 in soccex
the start of the fourth quarter, « 1

semifinal

Sam Perkins that gave die Sonics
a 103-99 lead with 2: II left.

Elie cut it to 103-1 01 with a dri-

ving layup with 1:51 remaining,

but those were Houston's final

points.

Trailing 88-82 early in the
fourth quarter, Seattle went on 15-

2 run for a 97-90 lead with 5:18
left Hersey Hawkins sank two 3-

pointers andPayton one in the ran.
When Payton hit a long shot

with 28 seconds left in the third

quarter, it was Seattle's 13ib con-

secutive 3-pointer. Drexler’s two

free throws with 15 seconds left in

the period gave Houston an 82-80

lead.

At the start of the fourth quarter,

Schrempf and Perkins missed 3-

point attempts.

The teams had a combined

streak of 17 consecutive 3-point-

ers made before Smith missed

one with 1:24 left in the .third

quarter.

The Sonics made all seven 3-

pointexs they took in the second

quarter, the first three by

McMillan and two by Frank

Brickowski, to stay close

although Kemp and Payton each

picked up their third fouls in the

period.

Olajuwon *s 17-footer with 0.6

seconds left in the second quarter

gave the Rockets a 5 1-49 halftime

lead.

With 3:53 remaining in the half,

Mark Bryant fouled Payton after

the Sonics guard missed a left-

handed. layup. Payton then fell

awkwardly to the floor and Bryant

fell on top of him, stunning Payton

momentarily.
In a cold-shooting first quarter,

Seattle took a 22-19 lead when
McMillan grabbed a rebound,

drove down the court and sank a

3-pointer with 1.7 seconds left.

The Sonics didn't miss another 3-

point tty untO their first try of the

fourth quarter.

The Rockets scored seven
straight points, including

Olajuwon's only basket of the first

quarter, for a 17-10 advantage
wife five minutes left. In the final

2:55 of the opening quarter,

Seattle outscored Houston 12-2 in

a run feat began wife a 3-pointer

by Perkins. The Rockets were
only 1 -for-11 during that Somes’
spurt.

NBA Playoffs

Conference Semifinals

MONDAY’S RESULT.
Seattle 105, Houston 101
(Seattle leads series 2-0)

LAST NIGHT.
Utah at San Antonio
New York at Chicago

•*

(Chicago leads series 1-0) .

TODAY:
Atlanta at Orlando

ORI LEWIS

ALL Israeli sporting eyes wfil

be focused on Vienna Uus

morning as themM*
16 soccer side pnepaieS *?

battle in the semifinals or the

European Championships with

France.
The second semifinal pits

. Portugal and Greece.

The Israelis gained an

unprecedented result by reach-

ftig the penultimate stage of the

competition when they sensa-

tionally upset Germany in the

quarter-finals on Sunday. They
came back from a two-goal

deficit in the final minute to

force sudden-death extra time

and then beat the favored

German side.

The French, who are consid-

ered to be one of the two top

sides in Europe together with

Portugal, looked by far the bet-

ter side in their quarter-final

mofa-h with Ireland. But they

were unable to force a result,

mkdng several chances in the

process, and had to rely on a

penalty shootout which they

won 5-4.

The match will be screened

live on Channel 1 today begin-

ning at 11:30 am, with five com-

mentary also on EBA Radio 2.

Hapoel Kiryat Sbmona
returned to action with a win in

the Second Division yesterday,

overcoming Maccabi Kiryat

Gat 2-0 in one of their two out-

standing matches which were

held over due -to Operation

Grapes ofWrath.
The northern team was

watched by some 500 specta-

tors as ft began its return to

action and It will fell bade into

Gne wife the rest of the division

when ft plays its other post-

poned game, away to Maccabi
Yavne next Tbesday.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS • AH rales
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152-10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 1551.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
£mirumum) .each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 31 .59.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40-95.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before pubHcation; tor Friday
and Sunday: 4 pjn. Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in

u- lZ-

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
form rentals • Bed and breakfast • P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. TaL 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541,

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
for rent In Jerusalem .Best location. Tel.

03-9662070,03-966051

Z

RENTALS
HABITAT REAL ESTATE, long term
rentals, good areas, from $750 to $4,500.
Tel. 02-611222.

SALES
ARNONA. BEGINNING CONSTRUC-
TION of high quatty apartments, 6, 4 + 2
rooms. TeL 02-333-608, 052-534-240.

BARGAIN! BBT HAKARE1I, 3.5 Eke 4.
renovated and well kept TeL 052-632693,
02-6536677.

EFRAT, DEKEL, 6.5 and 5.5 garden
apartments and cottages. New construc-

tion, only 4 left. No fee. Tel. 02-993*3247.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.
20 sqjn. basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. FISRABUILD* Tel 02-

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral,new buffeting, parking, balconies. Im-

medtede. 'ISRABUILD* Tel 02-666571

.

great opportunity, WOLF-
SON.5, lith floor, view of Knesset, stor-

aofl. parking, 5495,000/ ISRABU1LD*. Tet.

HAR NOF. 3, 90 sq. m., 4th Boor, eteva-

Srsuccah View. *190, 000. Gerry Farkas

5^^02-9933247.

-rruZ-STONE, good LOCATION, 8-

room cottage, garden extras, tel. 052-

061 740, 02-423781.

VEFE NOF, QUIET, 3 + storeroom,

v£J. privacy. Ageml (No agents!). Tel. OB-

936-1418.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOUDAY RENTALS
LUXURIOUS, FULLY EQUIPPED,
holiday apartments, quiet, nearsea. Direct

from owner. TeL/Faac 03-528-6773.

RENTALS
2 APARTMENTS, 2 ROOMS, com-
pletely furnished, Ben Yehuda. Tel. 052-
683063 (NS).

APARTMENT (DELUXE) - June. July,
Aug. or part 1 bedroom, 2 bathrooms,
elevator, parking, quiet, central. A/C, fur-

nished. Tel. 03-510-5342.

BEAUTIFUL VILLA, 250 SQ.M, built,

1,000 sqjn. plot, Ramat Hesheron. excel-
lent location, high standard. "KAV
HAYAM*. TEL 03-5239988.

FOR RENT, BAT Yam, large, beautiful,

furnished, elevator, parking, on the sea.
Tel. 03-751-2961.

GIVATAYIM. SHCHUNAT BOR-
OCHOV, 5, furnished, 3rd floor + eleva-
tor, parking, immediate for one year.
$1,300. Entire year in advance. 03-
6057235, 9:00-13:00, no agents.

LUXURIOUS, SPACIOUS, 5 room
apartment, Azorel Chen, doorman. Coun-
try Club, immediate. Tel. 03-6968785
(eve.).

NORTH TEL AVIV. 4, 125 sq. m., fur-
nished, excellent location, parking, air
conditioning. Tel 03-6044094.

SALES
EXCLUSIVE! ZAHALAt 1,000 sq.m,
plot 160 sq.m, built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9986.

EXCLUSIVE, QUIET NORTH Tel Aviv!
Penthouse under construction, 200 sq. m.
single level, - 46 m. on roof + room for au
pair swimming cool, $1,650,000. "KAV
HAYAM* Tel. 0&5239988.

RASH1, 2ND FLOOR, parking, elevator,
100 sq.m, luxurious. S425.000. AVNER
REALTY. Tel 052-548440.

SALE/RENTAL, JAFFA, LARGE Arab-
style house, view of sea and Old City. 400
sq. m. built. 'KAV HAYAM*. TEL 03-
5239988.

DWELLINGS
Southern Coast

SALES

SEMI-DETACHED COTTAGE. RE-
HOV Yiftah HagSadi, Ashkelon. 200 sq.m,
on 1/2 dunam. Rika - Tel. 07-737670
(eve.). 07-699757 iday).

Sharon Area

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house!! View of sea. For sale/rent Quiet
location. Tel. 09-552092, 050-231725.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

LIVE-IN HELP, EXCELLENT condi-
tions, separate living unit, Kfar Shmariya*

hu, Tel. 09 545662.

RENTALS

HER2UYA PITUAH VILLA, 7, spa-
cious rooms, basement, shelter + pleas-

ant garden. TEJ. 09-919749, 03-6424930.

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent. 4 bed-
room house with basement, near sea.
MORAN REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-572-759.

OKEANUS, 2 BEDROOMS, Fully fur-
nished. High floor, sea view, long/short
term rent (LTAM REAL ESTATE, lei. 09-
589-611.

SALES
HERZLIYA/RAMAT HASHARON,
NEW, luxury apartments sale/lease, poof,
view. Tel 052-740101.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE +
pool + air conditioning and central vacuum
cleaning. Tel. 050-231725, 06-363261.

REALTY
General

SALES
~~

HABITAT REAL ESTATE, exclusive
properties, good areas, from Si 30,000 to
S2.50.000. Tel. 02-611222.

SERVICES
General

COMPUTER
~~

COMPLETE INTERNET SET-UP and
training, informative services, general
computer repairs. Tel. 02-665-902.

EDUCATION
THE HEBREW CENTER for Languages
and Preparation for Psychometrics. Pri-
vate lessons. Also in your home. Jerusa-
lem, Tel Aviv, Haifa Tel. 050-291460. 03-
9627210.

Jerusalem

EDUCATION
PUBLIC SPEAKING - Seeking course/
instructor In English speaking. Write to:

BB4501604
,
POB 81. Jerusalem 91000

SERVICES
Tel Avfv

GENERAL
PERSONAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR
tourists on trips in Israel. Home video
equipment - professional photography.
Tel. 03-523-5607.

HEALTH

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
have 3 professional massage or shiatsu.
Tel. 03-5602328.

SITS VAC.
Central Region

OFFICE STAFF

NEEDED - WORD PROCESSOR
MOTHER TONGUE ENGLISH, EX-
PERIENCED IN WORD-6 + EXCELL
TEL 08-9301480.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

GENERAL
FEMININE VOICES! Operator positions
available. Languages: Scandinavian and
Frencn. Tel. 03-5622422 Elizabeth

HOUSEHOLD HELP
DOMESTIC,

-

RAMOT, 8:09A.M.-
4:00P.M. daily. References. Preferably
with cooking. Tel. 050-365-079

•.SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Caffagenev wi
Hnmem 03-9059937.

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
bestll The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For tha highest quality live-in fobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE! 1 1 $700 + ROOM AND
board for nice, experienced metapetot fri

Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, live-in, central Tel Aviv,
$750 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. TeL 03-
6201195, 052-452002-Jackie.

AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, English speaker,
experienced in baby care and house-
keeping. References. Tel. 03-695-
7928(eves).

NICE FILiPINA/ THAI girl, live out, 6
days. Tel. 03-6497452, 03-6497533.

HOUSEKEEPER FOR PLEASANT
lam ay, preferably steep-in, excellent con-
ditions, TeL 03-6492159.

UVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER FOR coak-
tng and cleaning. Good conditions. TeL 03-
9326663.

NEEDED - NICE FIUPINA/ THAI glri for
BvB-tn job. TeL 03-6497452, 03-6497533.

OFFICE STAFF
BOOKKEEPER LEVEL 3, export,
hashavshover

,
micpaJV Full time. Call

Avt 03-7515626.

ENGLISH MOTHER-TONGUE. COM-
MAND ot WORD and XL. Tel. 03-
5627070, Tali.

OFFICE CLERK WITH experience In E
maH and O text for full time employment
Tel. 03-5223667.

SECRETARY, FLUENT IN English/
Hebrew, foil time + Friday + Word, imme-
diate. TeL 03-7519147.

SECRETARY, ENGUSH AND Hebrew
in Herzltya for foil time. Please Fax 09-
559446.

SALES PERSONNEL

SALESLADIES, EXPERIENCED, 35
plus for Jerusalem Gallery, languages.
Shiftwork. Tel. 03-7527111.

SITUATIONS VACANT

HOUSEHOLD HELP
HOUSEKEEPING + CHILD GATE (5 1/

2). Uvo-fri private room + T.V. + telephone,
RamatAviv, 03-6426531, 03-6426092.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
HERZUYA. HOUSEKEEPER AND
child care after schooL possible Bve-Jn.

Tel. 09-551329.

HOUSEKEEPER FOR LIVE-IN and
cooking and r* 1 * —
penance. TeL

PURCHASE SALES
General

FOR SALE

CASH FOR GOLD, diamonds, coins,
watches & antiques. Tel. 03-510-6769,
052-502-609.

Jerusalem

KITTENS

SPUNKY, TABBY KITTENS, 'llOUSB-
trafoed, seek ftdne fulfillment as pets. 7M.
02-828-685(NS).

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

PASSPORT

OUM: IGA SEPMA, 3 months, radfo, air

conditioning, alarm, roof carrier. TeL 02-
341-603.

UNRESTRICTED

MERCEDES 230E 1988, 96,000 KM,
own owner, extras. TeL 02-732444, NS.

WANTED

LOOKING FOR VW Beetle In excellent
shape, 1972/3- Call Michele 02-836359
(evening

TH h; .rFTRJTRAT .ETM

son
top NBA coach

NEWYORK (AP) - Phil Jackson of the Chicago Bulls was selected as

theNBACoach of the Yearyesteiday.

Jackson, who coached fee Bolls to a record 72 victories during fee

regular season, received 82 out of a possible 113 votes from a panel of

sports writers and broadcasters.

Mike Fratello of fee Cleveland Cavaliers finished second wife 22

votes. Six coaches received at least one vote for this season’s award,

jnrindmg Detroit's Doug Collins (three), San Antonio's Bob Hill

(three), Houston's Rady. Tbmjanbvich (two) and Atlanta's Lenny
WHkiens (one).

Del Harris of fee Los Angeles Lakers won -fee Coach of fee Year
award last year.

Jackson, in Iris seventh season wife Chicago, also led the Bolls to

NBA records for. most consecutive home victories (44) and most con-
secutive home wins to start a. season (37). Chicago ranked first in fee

NBA in scoring wife 105.2 points per game and was first in point dif-

ferential atj>fosl2J2.

Jackson will receive fee Red Auerbach Trophy, named for the former
coach and president of fee Boston Celtics, who won nine NBA tides
between the 1956-57 and 1966-67 seasons.

The last Bulk coach to win fee honor was Dick Motta in 1971.

Ran loses at Eisenberg
ORI LEWIS

ISRAELI interest is down to the
barc_ minimum at the $50,000
Eisenberg Jerusalem Open tennis
tournament after the loss of Eyal
Ran yesterday.

Hie Israeli No. 1 was up against
Leander Paes of India bui was not
equal to the task of overcoming
the second seed as he went down
4-6, 6-3, 6-4.

Pars today meets another
Israeli, Ofer Sela, a qualifier who
advanced to the second round on
Monday.
Top-seeded Chris Wilkinson of

Britain had a scare in ' his match
against wildcard Lior Mot, as fee
Israeli appeared to be cruising to a
major upset victory when he led

4-1 in the final set But the occa-
sion got the better of him and the
young Israeli hopeful went down
2-6, 6-3, 7-5 after a great start.
Another local success was Nir

Wclgreen who enjoyed a 6-4, 6-3
win over Pablo Campana of
Ecuador.

In an upset result, third-seeded
Stephane Simian of France was
ranted by Chris Haggaid of South
Africa m two' sets, 6-4, 6-2
Wj^resumes loday at l' pm at

the ETC courts in the capital wife
second-round matches. Sela
meets Paes in the first match on
the stadium court, followed by
local Amir Hadad taking on
Alejandro Hernandez of Mexico.

Knoblauch breaks finger
avoids disabled list

’

^^rfafMtatSta^Itat^MSs^Ti^s116” f
T*

games
will avoid the disabled list

' - ..Twins second baseman
The 1991 AL Rookie of die Year injured fee middle

hand Sunday while reachmg far a jritefr SSB <» his left

California. He returned to Minneapolis to havertwTL Same a8ainst
rejoined fee team Monday night in Seattle

&acture treated and
Knoblauch is tatting .339 with'I3 RBI, and five stolen hues.

_
Wj— ——- -wiiimj U>£UL m ocaoie. • -

I

seeking a responsible person for part time work Knoblauch is barfing 33? wife 13 rbis and five stolen
i

in the classified advertising department mondapsalresults: monday-snlm
Requirements: 2Sm5222?-

'

• Excellent English • Good Hebrew • Computer Friendly oaktaodS, Cfcvetend3 JJ™L^ New Y°rii

• Able to work especially on Thursdays and flexible for KansasCity ?, California 4 Houston nlSn^
other days during the week • Jerusalem resident

|
• • : Atlanta ^ Cohtaa®

Call Sunday-Thursday 02-315633 / 315608 7:30 ajn.-2:00 pjn.
*Tr~

Joseph Hoffman, Sports Editor

MONDAY’S NL RESULTS:

KSSKST**
atfts**r*
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

CINEMATHEQUE

"Helen Kaye :

CREATIVE Filmmaking: is the short

title for the 15^6 fatemational Festival

of Animation and Creative
Filnunaking wiudi starts today and;

lasts through Saturday.
. .

'

.

.Heading the'biH of full-length,

short -and short-short movies are

movies by US animator George
Griffin, who’ll also present a master
class ^on eomphter -animation, a
salute to French animation

.
and a •

selection of. wild and wacky Charley
Bowers comedies made between
1924 and 1926;

The guests of honor ate Israeli am£
mators Hasan Albert Kaminski and
Roni Oreh: Kaminski made Helent
last year* 3be- first Israeli' animated
feature, andOren is die Jringof plas-
ticine animation*

It’s alT at the Tel‘.:Aviv.
Cinematheque. info: 0&69I-7181.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
~

Michael Ajzenstadt

TONIGHT is your list chance tor
hear cellist Robert Cohen perform
Dvorak’s cello concerto with the
Haifa Symphony Orchestra under
Giora Bernstein, who also leads the
orchestra in Brahms's Variations on
a Theme by Haydn and Hindemith's
Symphonic Metamorphoses on a
Theme by Weber. At 8:30 at the Haifa
Auditorium.

Eli Gomstein tells the story of composer
Georg Philipp Telemann in the Israel Chamber
Orchestra's current family concert He. also
performs in a full-stage production of the can-
tata II maestro di musica ('“The Music
Teacher1”).

Itai Talgam is on the podium for the ICO at

(he Tel Aviv Museum at 4 and 5:30 today and
5:30 tomorrow.
The Vienna Artists in Jerusalem festival con-

tinues at 8:30 tonight with members of the

Klangforum Ensemble playing music by
Haydn, Mozart and Brahms, at the Targ Music
Centre in Ein Kerem.

Patricia Arquette in ‘Beyond Rangoon 9

FILM

ADINA HOFFMAN

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE final performance of Anus - a powerful
and highly theatrical dance opus - is to be pre-

sented by Jerusalem’s Vertigo duo and the

Hungarian duo Aims at 8:30 tonight in Tel

Mond.

1/2 BEYOND RANGOON - In John
Boorman's latest radiant, flawed movie, Patricia

Arquette plays a young American doctorwho trav-

els to Burma after ter husband and young son are
killed in an act of random violence. There, she
accidentally becomes involved in the pro-
democracy movement and spends her vacation
witnessing massacres, dodging bullets and strug-

gling to come to terms with die atrocities around
her. As always in a Boorman film, complete
mastery of color and motion coexist with
preachy digressions, flaky exchanges and stilted

one-on-one scenes. Boorman's ear is almost as
awful as his eye is superb. Nevertheless, Beyond
Rangoon turns more and more gripping as it

moves on. The less rational Laura becomes, the

more room Boorman has in which to run wild
and explore the irrationality of die whole con-
flict And when, like his heroine, he stops focus-

ing on her wound and surveys the devastation all

around, die movie soars. (English dialogue,

Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance very
strongly suggested.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 A boy in a rash, that’s dear
(8)

5 There's a bulge here too

(2.4)

9 Veto the presentation of
Antigone (8)

10 Georgia and Lena together
giving lead (6)

12 Cake for the cityretreat (6)

13 The odd Oriental con-
nection (8)

15 Person using a credit card
to get a dish (7)

16 Bum the fish (4) ••

20 Picture gallery in a stately

home (41

21 Salesmen hold music is'

healing <7)

25 Written originally on
. note-paper? (8)

26 Finish sound equipment
and win (6)

28 Ladies’ fashion criteria (6)

29 Shy on release after doing
a stretch (8)

30 A writerofunsophisticated
English (6)

31 Control trainers exercise
(8) «

DOWN
1 Was bombastic before in a
way (6)

2 Girl giving a Pole a leg up
(6)

3 Not at home with the
Tories entirely (8)

4 Some quiet once-famous
place on the Thames (4)

6 As mean as a sailor (6)

7 Sense approval in the crew

. (8)

8 Many working people are

trainees (8)

11 Reveals blunders—quite a

few (7)

14 Prepared to fly (7)

17 Give voice about a pest

getting attached (8)

18 Impressed on egghead the

need for dash (8)

19 Homily about the short

answer—to prosecute (8)

22 Stafffather left inside (6)

23 Vandalising amused the

monster (6)

24 National transport is to

take it over (6)

27 A staff of a thousand and
one (4)

SOLUTIONS

Yesterday's Quick Solution
ACROSS: 1 Conquer, S Dance, 8
Lower. * Garages. 10 Navigator, 12
Taa, 19Bnata,14 Boaary,17Are,18
Saondr, SO Ironing, 21 Dwell, 23
Baaee. 24 Agwle—

.

DOWN: 1 Cohn, 2 Now, 3 Upright,
4 Right* S Dunr, 8 Nightmare, 7
Bcatasy. 11 Voracxooa, ZS Rutmine.
ISOverdue, 18 Enigma. 18 Spite, 19
Yells, 22Ewe.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Narrow part (4)

3 Ofsentimental-
ised lore (8)

9 Wash (5)

10 Spanish peat (7)

11 Age (3)

13 Exaggerate (9)

14 Given new life (6)

16 Painter (6)

18 Sleuth (9)

20 Consume (3)

22 Feeling (7)

23 Posh (5)

25 Mistrusts (8)

26 Repair (4)

DOWN
1 Courage (5)

2 Tin (3)

4 Shellfish (6)

5 Counsellor (T)

6 Loquacious (9)

7Mfid(7)

8 Rabid (4)

12 Go-ahead (9)

14 Recompense (7)

15 Lounge (7)

17 Songbird (6)

19 Otherwise (4)

21 Step (5)

24 Metallic stone (3)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hair 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

&06 Evolution 3:30 Arithmetic 8:50
Stories of the Yishuv 9:15 English

&25 Programs for young children
9:50 Aesop’s Fables 10:00 Mcming
Conversations - heroism 10:30 New
to the eyes 11:00 Music 11:25
Geography 11:50 Judaism 12:10 Life

Sciences 12:25 French 12:40
Science and Technology 13:05
Wildlife in Australia 13:30 Scary
Tales 13:40 Our Friends 13:45 Kitty

Cat and Tommy 14:00 Fables of King
Babar 14:25 Amico and his friends

14:40 Dar the Postman 15:00 Babe
at (he top

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap to 1 15:55 Rex 16:20
Friends of Shush 16:50 Zap to

Dovele 16:59 A New Evening 17:34
Zap to current affairs

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Family Affairs 19:00 News in

Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every evening with Merav
Michaefi 20:00 Mabat News 20:40
Election campaign for the 14th
Knesset 21:00 Soccer - European
Cup finals 23:00 Dream On 23:30
News 00:00 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Top Cat 13:30 Power Rangers
14:00 Star Trek 15:00 My Sea -
adventure series 15:30 Dave's World
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful
17:00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 17:30 SporTV 18:00 Senora
19:00 Hang Time 19:25 Blind Date
20:00 News 20:30 Wheel of Fortune
21:05 The Great Magicians of the
World 22:30 Election broadcast23:10
NYPD 00:00 News 00:05 NYPD con-
tinued 00:20 Three Days and a Child

(1967, Hebrew) - a young man is

asked to mind the child of his ex-
sweetheart whose marriage to anoth-
er man forced him to leave the kib-

butz. Oded Sofah, IB Gorfitzky and
Shat Asharov 1:40 Jackie - short
Israeli film about a youngwoman who

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at
MS28.D8 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
WS52065 per line, including VAT. per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ol the
Mount Scopus campus, in English, daBy
Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9. 23. 26.
28. For info, call 88261 9.

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions. Chagall Windows. TeL 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museuns
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Mtcha Uffman,
Drawings 1994-5New Horizons:
SculptireMicha Bar-Am - The Last War.
PhatographsTranit BarzSay, i995Yaacov
Dorchm - Blocked Wellrace to FaceThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Sophie Cafle. True Stories.

Hours: Weekdays 10 aja-6 p.m. Tue. 10
am.-1 0 p.m. Fn. 10 a.ra-2 p.m. SaL 1 0 -

3 p.m_ Meyerhof! ArtEducstion Center,
TeL 5919155-8-
WIZO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

mam
Jerusalem: (day) Kupat Holim Ctafit,

Straus A, 3 Avigdori, 706660;
Balsam, Salah e-Din, 272315;
Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 810106; Dar
AWawa, Herod’s Gate, 282058.
Tei Aviv: Shlomo Hamelech. 78
SWomo Hamelech,

524-6461; Kupat
Hofim Ctalit, 7-9 Amsterdam, 523-

2383. TUI 3 ajn. Thursday; Berv
Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuoa, 522-
3535. Till midnight Superpharm
Ramal Aviv, 40 Einstein. 641-3730;
London Ministore Superpharm, 4
Shaul Hamelech, 696-0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Doron, 6
GeuJa, Ra’anana, 771-6084.
Netanya: Truta, 2 HerzJ, 828656.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat
Modnn, Kiryat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Kiryat Efiezer. 6 Mayerhoff
Sq., 851-1707.
Herzlfya: CEal Pharm, Beit

Mericazim, 6 Masfdt (cm. Sderot"—
“m), Hendfya Pituah, 558472,

7. Open 9 ajn. to midnight
Nazareth: Cfat Pharm. Lev

Hair Mall, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to

10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

pediatrics, ENT); Hadassah Ein

Kerem (surgery, ophthalmology);
Hadassah ML Scopus (orthopedics,
obstetrics).

Tfef Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center
Dana Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics);

Tel Aviv Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Atan
In emergencies del 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(Enjgsh) in most pans of the country, fn

AtMOtr 551333
Ashkelcn 561332
Beeste6a*2747Br
BeS Shemesh S23133
Don Raqicrr 5783333
BN- 332444
Hafi* 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
Komier 99654W

Xtar Sava- 902222
Nsftanyr 912333
Netanya* 60U44
PatehTkvn- 9311111
RahovoT 451333
Rfehon- 9642333
Saf«JS3G333
TelAvhT 5460111
Tiwras- 792«4

' McNe Hgnsva C«re Untt (MJCU) saves in the

area,anutf imcKtt.

Metflcaf hefo tor tourists (in Engfoh) 1 77-

022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-8523205. W emer-
gency cals 24 hours a day, lor nation

h case cf poson'm v-
Erari - Emotional Firs Aid. Jer ^iem
610303, Tel Avar 5461111 (chikirerVyoi*

6961113), HaHa 8672222^, Beersheba
494333, Netanya 625H0, Karmiel

9688770, Klar Sava 7674555, Hadere
346789.
Wteo hotSnas lor battered women 02-
6514111, 03-6461133 (also In Russian}, 07.

376310. 08-550506 {also in Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Avnr

5234819, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558, Haifa 6530533. Efe! 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization —Israel
Cancer Association telephone support ser-
vice 02-247678).

tries to pave a path for herself in the

world of crime. Starring frit Sheieg.

2:15 Gillette World of Sports Special

2:45 Debeie - Israeli documentary
about the day-to-day struggles oi

actress Debbie Bessergiick 3:15 On
the Edge of the Shell

JORDAN TV

12:35 Feature film 14:15 Clips of the

Unexpected 14:40 Growing Pains
15:00 Flintstones 15:30 Dinosaurs
16:00 Bill Nye the Science Guy 16:30
The Secret World of Alex Mac 17:00
French programs 19:30 Evening
Shade 20:00 By the Numbers - spe-
cial program on World Traffic Day
20:30 Hunter 21:10 Soccer.
European Cup Winners' Cup final

22:00 News in English 22:15 Soccer,
continued 23:10 AirwoH

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:30
Casablanca Express - A man
attempts to sabotage a train in which
one of the passengers is Winston
Churchill. Starring Jason Connery
and Glenn Ford. 16:05 Another Life

16:30 Dennis the Menace 16:55
Mask 17:20 Dipkxb 17:45 Hart to
Hart 18:40 The A-Team 19:30 World
News Tonight {Arabic) 20:00 CNN
20:30 Coach 20:55 Star Trek 21:00
Coach 21:45 Sea Quest 22:35 The
700 Club 23:30 CNN

rrv 3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 The Nile Still

Flows 18:30 Discussion in Arabic
19:00 News in Arabic 19:30 The Tribe
of Reuven - documentary on Israel's

Ethiopian community and its absorp-
tion problems. Russian subti-

tfes.20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Nostalgia 21:30 Edith Piaf 22:00
Maurice Chevalier 00:00 Closedown

RETV 2 {23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Mathematics
for Bagrut 16:20 Great Discoveries
17:30 Time Out 18:00 The
Crusaders’ Jerusalem 18:30 Family
Relations 19:00 Everything's Open
19:30 A Matter of Time 20:00 A New
Evening (with Russian subtitles)

20:30 Basic Arabic 21:00 Zero Hour
21:30 Brandenburg Concerto 21:50
Arches 22:00 Birdiand 22:30
Evolution

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (ipt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 11:00 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting

at 1:30 14:05 The A Team 14:55
Falcon Crest 15:45 Melrose Place
16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas 18:00
One Life to Live 18:45 The Young and
the Restless 19:30 Local broadcast
20:00 Telenovella special - Oswalds
Tesser (Anfonefla) interviews other

telenovella stars about their careers,

their status and their plans for the

future 21:00 Melrose Piece 21:45
Sisters 22:30 Under Suspicion 23£0
Mad About You 23:45 Sisters 00:35
Babylon 5 1:20 Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Home in Rome (1990) (rpt)

12:24 Special Report on Beyond
Rangoon 12:40 Gizmo (1977) (rpt)

13:55 Crazy Ads 14:25 No Dessert
Dad Unless You Mow the Lawn
(1994)(rpt) 16:00 Presumed Guilty

(1991) - a father fights to prove his

son innocent of murder. Martin Sheen
(90 mins.) 17:35 Big Deal on
Madonna SL (1988, Italian) - unsuc-
cessful thieves get together to puB off

a robbery. Marcello Mastroianni,

Vittorio Gassman and Toto. (96

JERUSALEM
OG. GIL Jerusalem Man (Malhai* 78B448
Executive Decision 5, 730. 10:15 * 12
MonkeysOSebrina 5, 7:45, 10:15 * The
Monster 5, 7:45. 10 * Copycat 5, 7:45,

10:15 Leaving Las Vegas 5. 7:45, 10 *
Heel 6:15, 930 JfflUSALai 7WE4TER
20 MarcusSL« 61 7167 Anna 7.930*Le
Hussard sur le Toil 7 * AntonHb Line
930 RAV CHB1 1-7 » 792799 Credtt Cart
Reservations * 794477 Dracuia 5 730,
9.45 * Up Close and PersonaMOthato 5,

7:15 9:45 * Sense and SenstoOty 4:45
7:15 9:45 * Before and After5 730, 945

mins.) 19; 15 Getting Married in

Buffalo Jump (1989) (rpt) 21:00
Because Mommy Works (1994) - a
single mother struggles to keep her
child. 22:35 Bloodhounds o!

Broadway (1989) - With Madonna
and Matt Dillon 00:05 Life of Brian

(1979) - Monty Python's spoof (89

mins.) 1:35 Hidden Fears (1992)

(W
CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 The Chipmunks
(rpt) 8:30 Detective Boogie (ipt) 9:05
Alice in Wonderland (rpt) 9:35 Nils

Holgerson (rpt) 10:05 Family
Connections (rpt) 10:35 Loony Tunes
(rpt) 11:00 Saved By the Ball (rpt)

11:30 Little University - Once There
Were _. Inventors (rpt) 12:00 Hugo
(rpt) 12:45 Alvin and the Chipmunks
13:00 Surprise Garden 13:35
Ketchup Vampires (rpt) 14:00 BGnky
Bill 14:35 Afice in Wonderland 15:05
Nils Holgerson 15:35 Weird Science
16:05 Loony Tunes 16:30 Saved By
the Bell 17:05 Beakman's World
17:30 Hugo 18:15 Afvin and foe
Chipmunks 18:35 The Chipmunks
(rpt) 19:00 Detective Boogie (rpt)

19:30 Three’s Company 20:00
Married with Children 20:25
Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jack
21:30 Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22&Q The Tempest (1980) - Derek
Jarman's Shakespeaer, a camp
comedy of foe absurd. (91 mins.)
23:35 Aoantuk (1992, Bengali) -
Satyajit Ray's last film, about family
firadrtton in foe 20th century (115
mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)
+

6:00 Open University 12:00 National
Geographic Explorer (rpt) 13:00
Combat at Sea (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 National Geographic

(rpt) 17:00 Combat at Sea

CINEMA

Toy Story (EngSsh daiogue) 735 9:45 *
MghtyAphrcKflte S, 730. 9:45*Toy Story

Sprtnzak
B.ft15*H

(Hebrewd&ogue) 5
7ELAWV
CtNEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St *
5772000 Uysses* Gare 5 9:15 * Homage
to French Animation no. i 11 am *
Homage to French Animation no. 2 1 *
Homage to French Animation no. 3 3 *
War ofthe Bkcte 230* Manden I Mamen
430 DfZENGOFF Leaving L2S Vegas 11

am. 1.3. 5. 7:45, 10 * AMan
of No ftnportence 3:1 5, 7:45 * Show Girls

1.5. 10* Anna 11 am * The Monster .11

am. 1. 3, 5, 7:45. 10 DRIVE IN HWaaway
10 Sex Rhn 10 GAN HATH « 5279215
71 Ibn Gabtol SL Prtscflta 230 * Before
foe Rain 5. 730, 9:45 GAT Sense and
Sensfotory 430. 7:15. 9:45 GORDON Eat,

Drink, Man, Woman 530, 7/45. 10 GjG.
HOD 1-4 * 5226226 Hod Passage, 10T

Dizengofl Si Executive Decrskm 2, 5, 7:45,

10 * Dead Man Watidng 2. 4:45, 7:45,
10:15 * Casino 530, 9 *The Blrtcega2
5, 7:45, 10:15 LEV 1-4 tr 5288288
Antonia's Une 12. 2. 4:45. 730, 9:45 *
Heatl 1 am. 2. 630, 9:45 Copycat 1 130
am, 2. 4:45, 730, 10 A Le Hussard surle
Toit 12:15 p-n, 2:15, 5. 7:45. IOGjG.PE^R
CopycatOGet Shorty 5, 7:45.

10:15 * 12 Monkeys 5, 7:46, 10:15

Sabrina 5, 7:45. 10:15 RAVCHEN*
5262288 Dizengotf Center Up Close and
Personal 5. 7:15. 9:45 * DracuteXWrokan
Arrow 5. 730. 9:45 * Before and
AflerteTha Usual suspects 1130 am,
230. 5, 730, 9:45 * Toy Story fEngSshde-
bgue) 1130 am. 230. 73a 9:46 * Toy
Story fHebrew ttetogua) 5 RAV-OR 1-5 »
5102674 Opera House Beyond

Mighty Aphrocfltewstar
41 Postino 5. 7:3d 9»S * Othrto 5,

7:15, 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3* 5177952 2
Yona Hanavf Sl He® &45 *Sabrina 730,
1030 * Underground &45Gi£.TB.AVW
« 5281181 eS Plnsker Sl Executive
Decision 5, 7:45, 10:15 * 12 Monkeys 5.

7>45. 10TB.AVTVMUSEUM*698131727
Shaul Hametekh BoJevanJ NeBy et M.
AmaudS.8. 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAF^ AMAMI w 325755 NeTyet
M.AmaudteAntonia’s Line 7:15, 9:15 ATZ-
MON 1-5 » 673003 Executive
Dec&on«12 Menkaya 4:15, £45. £15 *
The Monster 43a 7. 9:15 * Get Shorty
430. 7. 9:15 CINBHA CAPE MORIAH *
242477 Le Hussard sur le Tod 730, 930
CINEMATHEQUE LEs Ententedu Paradte
730 ORLY* 381868 Sense And
Sengfatty 030, 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 =
382020 Sabrina 43a 7. S:i5 * Copycat
43a 7. 930 RAV-GAT 1-2 * 674311 [OS]
DraaiteteUp Close and Personal 430. 7.

9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 w 416899© [OSJ
Broken Arrow 4;«5. 7. 9:15 * Before and
After 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Toy StoryJEngasfid5-
bgue) 7. 9:15 * Drecula 4:4o, 7, fti£ *
Sense and Sensfoifty 4:15. 7. 930 *
Hideaway 7, 930 * Beyond Rangoon
4:45, 7. 9:15 * Ace venture 4:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 4:45 BAILOR 1-3
tr 246553 [OS] Othello 430. 7, 9.15 *

Mktitiy Aphrodite 4:45, 7, 9:15*StwMan
9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 *
Toy Story (EngBsh Oakjgue) 7 Drecula

7,930
ARAD
STAR w 950904 Sabrina 7. 9-45 The
Sorcerer 7:15, 9:45 * BrokenAnew 7:15,

9:45
AR1B-
ARIB. Broken Arrow 830
ASHDOD
&G.GIL The Monster 5. 8. ID *
Executive Decision 4*5, 730, tfrt5 *
Sabrina 10 * Toy Story 5, 8*'* Get
ShortyteCopycat 5, 7*5. iai5 aa ora
1-3* 7112& Twelve Monkeys 5. 7-45.

10:15 * The Birdcage &15, 9:45 *
Dracuia 5, 8, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GTL Executive Decision 4:45, 73a
1tt15 * 12
Man Wasting 5. 7:45, 10:15 * The
Birdcage 5. 7:45, 1tt15 RAV CHB4 «
711223 Before and AfteiteWghty
AphrodWeteOracula 5. 730, 9:45 » Sense
and Sensfoffity 430, 7:15, 9:45 * Up
Close and Personal 5, 7:15,9:45
BATYAM
RAV CHEN W 5531077 Before end
AfterteThe Monster 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Executive DeclsionteUp Close and
Personal 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Drecula 5,

73a 9:45 Copycat 5. 7:15. 9:45 * 12
Monkeys 9:45 *- Toy Story f&gfish dSs-

Co^C8t^4:45.

:

CM
GXL OL Executive Decision 4:45, 730,
10:15 12 Monkeys 4:45, 7:45, 10:1S *

45. 7:15, iai5 * The Monster
10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 * 235278

Dracuia 5. 730, 9:45 *Toy Story (Hebrew
cfetogus) 5 * Sense and SeredbSty 9:45
* B^ore aid After 5, 730, 9:45 -k Up
Close and Personal 5, 7:15. 9:45 *
Beyond Rangoon 5. 73a 9:45 * Toy

diatogue; 730

HECHAL HATARBAUT 8
BLAT
KOLNOABLAT The Monster 730. 10*
Executive Decision 730. 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Executive Dectekmte12
Monkeys 5, 73a 10 * Up Close and
Personal 5. 730. 10 * Casino 630. 9:45
HERZUYA
COLONY CWBMA 1-2 (MANDARWJ •
G902&S6 Senae and Sen^iBiW 5, 73a 1

0

* Star Man 5. 3. 10 STARv 589068
Executive Decision 730. 10 * The
Monster 730. 10 * 12 Monkeys 730. 10
DANIEL HOTEL. Antonia's Une 7:15, 9:45

KARMIEL
CWEMA 1-3 * 387277 Mighty
AphrodtteteDracula 7. 930 * Up Cwse
and Personal 7, 930
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:45. 730,
ittiS + Toy Story |7tehrewoSafo3ueJ5 *
Toy Story (EngSsh dialogue) 8 *
Copyc^Bl2 Morweys 5. 7:45, 10:15 *
Leaving Las Vegas 10 * OraoHaRTha
Monster 5. 8. 10 * The Birdcage 430.
73ft 1ft15
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. fORYON 1-9 » 779T66 Executive
DectsxxiteThe Monster 4:45, 7. 930 * Get
ShortyteLasvtng Las vegas 7, 930 * Ace
Venture 4:45, 7. 930 * Sabrina 7, 930 *
12 MonkBysWCopycat 4:45, 7, 930
JOFtYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GO, Executive Decision 4:45, 7:15,
to * casino 6, 9:15 ^ Get Shorty 5. 73ft
10
LCD
STAR Copycai 7:15, 9:45 * Mr. Hotencfs
Opus 930 * Operation Dumbo Drop

Basketball 21:15 Israel Soccer
League 22:00 New American Soccer
League 23:15 NBA Basketball 1:00
Boxing

EUROSPORT

9:30 Auto Raring: Grand Prix from
San Marino (rpt) 10:30 Motorcycle
Racing 11:30 Preview of European
Cup soccer (rpt) 12:30 International

Basketball Magazine 13:00 Tennis;

Mercedes Super ATP Tournament -
live 18:00 Obstacle Races 19:00
Motor Sports Magazine 20:30
Formula 1 Magazine 21:00 Aerobics
22:00 Boxing Magazine 23:00 Tennis
- summary of Mercedes Super ATP
Tournament 00:00 Soccec European
Champions* Cup Final, Belgium 2:00
Tennis: View of the ATP Tournament

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Chinese League Soccer 7:30
Tennis: ATP Tournament in Bermuda,
final day 9:30 Billiards 11:30
Showjumping 12:30 Rollerskating
13:00 Sailing 13:30 Women’s
Basketball 15:00 International Motor
Sports Magazine 16:00 Futbol
Mondial 16:30 Golf: European
Masters Tournament 17:30 Soccer
from Germany 18:00 Squash 19:00
Futbol Mondial 19:30 Thai Boxing
20:30 Soccer from Germany 21:00
Billiards 23:00 Rollerskates 23:30
Sailing 00:00 Tennis; ATP
Tournament in Bermuda, semi-finals

(rpt) 2:00 Soccer from Germany

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Big Trip

(rpt) 10:05 Horizon (rpt) 11:30
Holiday (rpt) 1230 Time Out Film ’96

(rpt) 15:15 Assignment (rpt) 16:15
World Busmess Report 15:30 Asia-
Pacific News 17:30 Cats (ipt) 18:05
The Big Trip (rpt) 19:30 Top Gear (rpt)

22:06 Great Railway Journeys 23:30
Far Eastern Cookery 00:00 World
Business Report

(ipt) 18,*00 Open University 20:00
The Wild South 21:00 Hunters 22.-00

Future Quest 22:30 Ancient Warriors
23:00 The Wild South 2350 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

7:00 NBC News 7:30 ITN News &00
Today 10:00 Supershop 11:00
European Money Wheel 16:30
Morning Report from Wall Street -
live 17:00 US Money Wheel 18:30FT
Business Tonight 19:00 ITN News
19:30 Russia Now 20:00 Europe
2000 20:30 The Selina Scott Show
21:30 Dateline 22:30 ITN News
23:00 PGA Golf 00:00 The Tonight

Show with Jay Leno 1:00 Late Night
with Conan O'Brien 2:00 Later with

GregKkinear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the
Professor 7:00 Beverly HilbOfies 7:30
Fish Dishes 8:00 E! TV 8:30 Gabriefle

9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30 The Bold
and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah
Winfrey 12:00 Remington Steele
13:00 Fish Dishes 13:30 TV 14:00
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turlies 14:30

The New Adventures of Lassie 15:00
Black Stallion 15:30 Batman 16:00
Home and Away 16:30 Entertainment
Tonight 17:00 M*A*S*H 17:30
Golden Girts 18:00 Empty Nest 18:30
NYPD Blue 19:30 The Bold and the
Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
Hard Copy 21:30 The Extraonfinary

22:30 Picket Fences 23:30
Entertainment Tonight 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion
16:30 Israel National League Soccer
17:15 Israel Rollerskating

Championships 18:00 Argentine
League Soccer 19:30 NBA

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Mozart
Serenade in t flat for 13 wind instru-

ments K361 (members ot America;
Ravel: Concerto for piano left hand ;

Nielsen; Clarinet concerto

Symphony in C; Sibelius: Valse triste

12:00 Light Classical - works by
Leroy Anderson 13:00 Violinist

Sarah Chang - Saint-Saens:
Overture and Rondo Capricdoso for

violin and orch ; Paganini: Violin con-
certo no 1 14:06 Encore 14:50
Keysl6:00 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
1-8 for piano 4 hands ; Mussorgsky:
Songs for baritone; Prokofiev:

excerpts from Romeo and Juliet ;

Tchaikovsky: String quartet no 2
18:00 Chopin: Ballade no 4 in F
minor op 52 ; Mendelssohn: Concert
Variations for cello and piano;

Dvorak: 2 Slavonic Dances in G
minor and E minor arr Kreisler

;
Lalo:

Piano trio in C minor;

Schumann/Faurri: 2 Songs (Te

Kanawa, Amner); Grieg: Last Spnng
(Berne Camerata); Saint-Saens:
Piano concerto no 2
(Davidoaiich/Concertgebouw/JarviU..
Tchaikovsky: Serenade for strings

20:05 Before the Concert 20:30
Viennese Artists in Jerusalem - five

broadcast from Targ Music Center, En
Kerem. Klagenforum Ensemble -
Haydn: Trio in G minor for violin, flute

and cello; Mozart Trio for piano, clar-

inet and viola; Brahms: Trio for clar-

inet, cello and piano op 114 23:00
•Golden Generation - pianist Dinu
LipattL Liszt Finale from Piano con-

certo no 1; Upattr Concertino op 3;

Enescu: Sonata no 3 in 0; Baitok:

second movement oi Piano concer-
to noS

7:15 * Hideaway 7:15, 9:45
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Ace Venture 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Heat 6:15, 9-30 A n
PostinoteLeavtna Las Vegas 5, 8, 10
Sabrtna 5. 7:45, 10:15 * Executive
Decision 4:45, 730. 10:15 * The
Birdcage 4:45, 7:45. 10:15

NESSZiONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 tr 404729 Executive
Decteton«l2 Monkeys 5, 730, 10:15 *
Sabrina 5. 7:45, 10:15 * The Monster 5.

ft 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 W 628452 Executive
Decision 4:45, 730, 10:15 * Sabrina 5.

7:45, 10:15 12 MonkeysteCopycat 5.

7:45, 10:15 * The Monster 5. ft 10 RAV
CH9J Up Close and PersonaWOthdDo
5, 7:15. 9:45 * Dracuia 5, 73ft 9:45 *
Sense and Sensfclflty 43ft 7: 15. 9:45
OR AWVA
RAV CHEN Dracuia 7 * Mighty
Aphrodite 930 * Up Close aid
PersonalteSense and SensMHty 7. 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL SabrfnateC0pycal«12
Monkeys 5. 7:45, 10:15 * Executive
Decision 4:45. 730, 10:15
PETAH THCVA
GLG. HECHAL Executive Decision 5.

7;45. 10:15 * The Monster 5, 8. 10 OG.
RAM 1-3 tr 9340818 Sabrina«12
Monkeys 5, 7:45, 10:15 * U Postfeio 5. ft

10
RA’ANANA
PARK Mighty Apteocfoe 5. 730, 10:15 *
Up Close and Personal 5. 730, ifti 5 it

Postino 730, 10:15 * Sense and
SensfoOty 5. 730, 10:15 * Executive
Decision 5, 73ft iai5; Tue, also 1130
a.nx* Broken Arrow 5
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 tr 6197121 Up Close and
Pereonal 5. 7:15, 9:45 * Dracuia 5. 73ft
9:45* Beforeand Altar9:45*ToyStory
(EngBsh diahxw) 730 * Sense and
Sensfeiltty 430. 7:15, 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAVOAStS 1-3 »
8730687 ExecutiveDeetelonteCcpycat 5,

7:15. 9:45 * The Monster 5. 730. 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 Seven 930
RBIOVOT
CHH4 1-4 * 362964 Executive Decision
7. 9:45 * Antonia’s Line 7:l5, 9:45 * The
Monster 73ft 9:45

RtSHONLEZlON
GAL 1-S * 9619669 The
MonsterteDracula 5. 3. 10 * Heat 6:15,

9:30 * Copycat 5. 7:45, 10:15 * Leaving

Las Vegas 5. 8. 10:16 HAZAHAV 12
Monkeys 5, 7:45. 10:15 * Toy Story
(Enghsn dialogue) B, 10 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Executive
Decision 4:45. *30, 10:15 RAV CHEN *
9670503 Up Close and Pereonal 5. 7:15.

9:45 * Sense and SenslOffiiy 430. 7:15,

9:45 * Dracuia S. 730. 9:45 * Othelto 5.
7: 15, 9:45 RON Casino 6 30 * Sabrina
7:45. 10:16 STAR \-4 r 9619985-7 27
Lishnsky Sl Sense and Sensibility 7: 15.

10 * Dead Man waBdngMJp dose aid
.Personal 730. 10 * Mr. Holland's Opus
7:15 * Broken Arrow 10
YEHUD
RAVOiEN Savyornm Dracuia 5, 7:30,

9:45 * Up Close and Personal 4:45. 7;15,

9:45 * OfoeHo 4;4E, 7:15, 9:45 * Sense
and SeneBnitty 9;4a * Toy Story iEngish

dsatorre; 730 * Toy Story {Hebrew dia-

logue) 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244

[03] Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
AH times are pun. unless otherwise Indi-

cated.
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MDA opens
emergency
blood drive

JUDY SIEGEL

FACING a "severe shortage” of

oil types of blood. Magen David

Adorn yesterday urged potential

donors "not to wait for a terror

attack to give blood." During the

wave of terror attacks two months
ago, would-be blood donors wait-

ed for hours at MDA stations, but

their enthusiasm has dwindled in

recent weeks,
0+ and RHblood are the most

needed, but the supplies of all

types are low, MDA said. The
shortage has already caused

delays in the supply of blood to

hospitals, which may cause the

postponement of operations and

force hospitals to dip into emer-

gency supplies.

MDA opened a national blood

campaign yesterday which will

continue through Friday. Its

branches in the three main cities

and the National Blood Center at

Tel Hashomer will be open from 8
a-m- to 9 p.m. today and tomorrow.

and from 8 a.m. to l p.m. on

Friday. Blood may be donated in

most other MDA stations from 5 to

9 p.m. through Thursday, and on

Friday from 8 to I. More details

can be obtained by calling the toll-

free number, 1774)22-5911.

Meanwhile, MDA president

Prof. David BarziJai yesterday

received from the King and
Queen of Spain an award for

excellence for MDA's humanitar-

ian services. At a ceremony in

Huasca in the Pyrenees, Barzilai

accepted the citation from King
Juan Carlos and Queen Sofia. The
same award was also presented to

Dr. Fathi Arafat head of the

Palestinian Red Crescent Society.

The idea to award the prizes

came from the Red Cross Society

of Spain, with which MDA has

had very friendly ties in recent

years and whose president Juan
Manuel Suarez Dez Toro, is

Barzilai's officiaThost

AROUND THE WORLD

Three-year-old Yisrael Paniri has his locks cut by his father and family as they celebrate Lag Ba’omer at the tomb of Shimon
Hatzadik in Jerusalem yesterday. • (Bran Headier)

Special low-fat eggs
to be produced here

JUDY SIEGEL

A PATENTED diet for chickens

which leads them to produce eggs
that are claimed to significantly

“help reduce the level" of danger-

ous fats and raise the level of ben-

eficial lipoprotein in the blood is

now being used here. The eggs,

produced at Ramat Hashavim near

Herzliya, will soon be available in

supermarkets for double the price

of ordinary eggs.

However, the Health Ministry’s

food service division demanded
that it immediately stop making
medical claims for a food product.

If the company does not observe
the law, division head Dr. Brian

Coussin said, it would be taken to

court and fined. Uri Sadot of
Ramat Hashavim countered that

the company had consulted close-

ly with food service division offi-

cials who “authorized" the mar-
keting campaign.
Called Beitzim + Plus, the eggs

have been tested by Prof.

Zecharya Madar. a leading nutri-

tion expert at the Hebrew
Univerity’s agriculture faculty in

Rehovot. The special diet was
developed over the past 12 years

by Prof. Jeonge Sim of the

University of Alberta in Canada's
department of animal sciences.

The lower LDL (.low-density

lipoprotein, or harmful fat in the

blood), high HDL (high-density

lipoprotein, or the beneficial kind)

egg is already on sale in North
America, the Far East and else-

where. The chickens are fed an
exact recipe of canola, soya, and
other grains instead of the conven-

tional diet of wheat com, and
soya.

Madar served as an adviser for

the El A! company on Ramot
Hashavim, which has been
involved in poultry fanning for

decades.

Madar said he coordinated dou-

ble-blind tests on Beitzim + Plus

eggs and conventional eggs and
found that the Ramat Hashavim
product had 19 times the amount
of Omega 3, a beneficial fatty

acid, as conventional eggs.

Dr. Dov Gavish, ofthe lipid unit

in Jerusalem's Kupat Holim
Meuhedet conducted clinical

studies on healthy people. Given
one or two of the special eggs
each day for a month, their cho-

lesterol level remained stable,

their LDL level dropped by 10%,
and their HDL rose significantly.

Those who ate regular eggs
showed a rise in cholesterol and in

their LDL. People suffering from
heart disease were not tested.

REGULAR TOURS, HOTELS.
PACKAGE DEALS

SEASON'S SPECIAL J

To
1

JORDAN
and EGYPT

With the

EXPERTS

Exclusive -Daily express bus
to (Hjrq and AMMAN

and midnight express

For all information call us:

MAZADA TOURS THE MIDDLE EAST
TRAVEL & TOURISM CO. LTD.

TELAVIV: 141 ton Gabfrol St. Tel. 03-5444454, Fax. 03-5461928

JERUSALEM: 9 Coraah St, TeL 03-235777, Fax 03-265454

HAIFA: 1 Khayat St, tel. 04-634440, Fax 04-624464

Recorded Information: 03-6653696 (34 hourf)

BIBLE LANDS MUSEUM JERUSALEM

SATURDAY NIGHT CONCERT

Oboe, Flute and Piano Recital

Ori Meivaz - oboe

Avigail Dolan * flute

David Dolan - piano

Playing Bach, Schumann, Debussy & Ibert

May 11 at 21:15

Wine and Cheese at 20:30

Admission NIS 35; N1S 30 to Museum members,

olim, students, soldiers & seniors.

Proceeds benefit The Jerusalem Post funds.

Next Concert, May 18 at 21:15

Migvan Wind Quintet

playing Bach, Haydn & Ibert

W
25 Grar.oi SL Jerusalem, Tel: 02 611036

Zeif: Illegal sports betting scam
believed worth NIS 100 million

SUMS invested in illegal sports betting

reached nearly NIS 100 million and not NIS
*H)ra. as previously believed by police.

Customs and VAT director Arye Zeif said yes-

terday.

Tax and customs and VAT authorities met

yesterday with the National Crimes Squad to

assess the situation 10 days after the arrest of

four alleged leaders of die betting operation.

Several soccer and basketball players have

been questioned under caution to determine if

they had bet on matches.

“According to computer diskettes and other

records seized by police during raids on the

RAINE MARCUS

betting organization's leaders nearly two
weeks ago, we thought the amounts of money
involved were around NIS 40m.,” said Zeif,

following a meeting at the National Crimes
Squad headquarters in Petah Tikva. “Now we
believe the sums are closer to NIS 100m.”
Zeif confirmed that so far there is no proof

that sportsmen were involved in “fixing”

match results.

Sources said that if there is proof gamblers
won large sums of money, tax authorities will

demand their cut Gambling and betting is a
misdemeanor in Israel, and offenders are usu-

ally fined by the courts.-

Yesterday, Adi Goidon, a basketball player

for Hapoel Jerusalem ami the national team
was summoned f<x questioning in Petah THcva.

He denied betting and knowing-anyone who
has bet on results of sports events.

“I am not angry at being summoned for ques-

tioning,” Gordon said after the investigation.

“The authorities are just doing their job, and
illegal betting op matches is a negative phe-

nomenon which should be stamped out If 1

can help out then that's fine by me.”

Prisons Service continues
crackdown on

Meshulam followers

Factories in North
are waiting for

compensation payments
RAINE MARCUS

Catholic

church
was dose

DAVID RUDGE

THE Prisons Service yesterday

transferred another of Uzi
Meshuiam’s followers out of
Ramie’s Ayalon Prison, as pan of
its crackdown on the group.

Avner Uzan was moved to

Shatta Prison in an effort to end
the group’s hunger strike. On
Monday, three other Meshulam
followers, who are awaiting trial

on attempted murder charges,
were moved out, and members of

the group were put in solitary con-

finement at their own request

The group has been on a week-

long hunger strike, but, a senior

police source said, Meshulam
himself has been eating. Now that

Meshulam and his followers are

in solitary confinement, the

source added, the authorities will

make sure that Meshulam does
not eat in secret while ordering his

followers to starve.

"Meshulam has found the per-

fect weapon - go on a hunger
strike every time he objects to

normal prison rules,” said the

source. "And the authorities obvi-

ously cannot allow Jews to die in

prison, so sometimes it is easier to

give in to the group's wishes.”

Three weeks ago, a High Court
justice issued an order to force-

feed one of the group whose life

was in clanger. But the prisoner

started to eat on his own.
If the group continues to disre-

gard prison regulations the.

Prisons Service will continue to

disperse them, police officials

said.

T€L flVIU UNIU€fiSITV

Morris E. CUriel Center for international Studies
The Elias Sourasky Chair for Ibero-American and

Spanish Studies
and the Embassy of Mexico in Israel

Guest Lecture
Architect Teodoro Mans R.

Consul General of Mexico in Atlanta. Georgia, USA

The modernization
of the Mexican Political System

on Thursday 9 May. 1 996 at 6.30 p.m. Venezuela Hall (527),

Naftali’ Building. Tel Aviv University

The lecture will be delivered in Spanish.
Entrance through Ramniceanu Gate (4)

The public is invited

FACTORIES which wereclosedforthe'duration ofOperation Grapesof
Wrath are waiting for die compensation payments the government
promised them in order to pay their workers’ salaries, Yossi Antverg,

chairman of the Manufacturers Association in Haifa and fee north, said

yesterday. •
. .

He said 100 industrial concerns in confrontation linecommunitieshad
submitted compensation claims totaling NIS 61 million to cover wages
ofemployees who were unable to work because of the Katyusha rocket
attacks.

“There are those among these factories whose situation was not very

good in the first place and they are unable to cope with this added bur-

den being placed upon them,” Antverg said. .7. .
-

“I know ofsome factories which have informed workers thatthey will

have to defer payment of salaries until compensation is received,” he
said.

*

Antverg said be expected the government - and die Treasury in par-

ticular - to reimburse industries for direct damage; caused by die fight-

ing.

He stressed, however, that covering the cost of salaries was only the

tip of the iceberg in terms of the overall damage resulting from the fac-

tories being closed for 18 days.

"The indirect damage in terms of lost production and losing clients

because factories were unable to meet orders on schedule has yet to be
assessed and this is likely to nm into tens of millions of shekels,”

Antverg said.

He maintained that no criteria had yet been established for assessing

and compensating manufacturers for this indirect damage, despite
appeals by the association in the wake of the 1993 Operation
Accountability.

antisemitism

in 1938
HAIM SHAPIRO

Clalit workers plan strike
JUDY SIEGEL

KUPAT Holim Clalit clinics and
hospitals will operate on . a
reduced weekend schedule from
this morning until Friday morning
If workers cany out their threat of
a 48-hour warning strike to
protest pension conditions.

Union officials were meeting
late last night with Histadrut
Chairman Amir Peretz in an effort
to head off the crippling strike.

The union demands that the
Treasury keep its “promise” to
approve the decision of the

Hershel Shanks, the editor of Understand*# the Dead Sea
Scrolls, is an international authority on Jerusalem. His latest
book on Jerusalem archaeology traces the turbulent history of

the Holy City 3000 years after Rs estabfehment as fee capfta)

of Israel. The great buSders ot Jerusalem - King Hezekiah, fee
builder of a famous water tunnel, and Herod who rebuRMhe
Temple, as vvefl as destructive armies of Babylonians led by
Nebuchadnezzar and Roman lemons under Titus - the reader
meete them alnfeis authoritative book 200 fufl color pictures,

text filled with many Bite-known details, historical chads, dear
drawings make Jerusalem: An Arcftaeologcal Biography a
perfect Introduction to the Holy City.

Random House, 250 pp. -

JP Price NIS 139 bid. wr, p&h in Israel. Please add NIS 15

1

for ttoor-to-ttoor delivery (where available).

_by_Hershel Shanks ____ ____ I

To: Books. The Jerusalem Post, POB&1 , Jerusalem 91000

Please send Qdeiver Jerusalem; An Archaeological Biography to theaddress below.
Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post or credit mtri ftataik

VISA niSRACARD DINERS
CC No.

AMEX

Nana. Address.

JExp_

Cfly_ -Code.

TeL (day).

JD No..

-Signature.

Histadrut's Central Pension Fund
to calculate pension rights accord-
ing to wages during the lastdnee
years of work and not an average
of all paychecks over a "worker’s
career.

A strike would .encompass
30,000 workers, and cause the/
postponement ' of •. non-emer-

"

- gency openuions,-the closing of
outpatient, clinics and a serious
reduction "of staff on the wards.

.

Community clinics will work on

.

a Shabbai schedule. Staff of the
Amal network of educationai
institutions will hold a solidari-
ty strike from. 8; to - 10 a.ml
today.

- IN 1938, the- Roman Catholic-

Church was in the process of
preparing an encyclical con-
demning all forms of anti-

semitism, Including National
Socialism, before the death of
Pope Pius XI put an end to the
initiative.

This was.reported recently by
Dialogues, a publication of the
World Jewish Congress (WJC),
which quoted the research of

- two independent Belgian schol-

.
ars of Catholicism, George
Passelecq and Bernard
Suchecky. In their book,
L’encyclique caches de Pie XI
(The Hidden Encyclical of Pius
XI), the two announced their

,
discovery of the draft of the
document; ffumanis Generis
Unitas . (The Unity of the
Human Race) prepared by three
Jesuit scholars.

According to Dialogues

,

the

rise of anti-Jewish sentiment in

the 1930s had prompted Pius XI
to commission a declaration
distancing the Church and
Catholics from antisemitism,
-particularly in - Germany,
Austria; and Italy. The journal
adds that the death of Pius XI in

<arty 1939 resulted in the elec-
tion of Pius XU, who decided to

bury the initiative.

'.The \VJC journal notes that
despite its clear condemnations
of the persecutions of the
1930s, the draft encyclical does
include what are apparently
some passages which might be
distasteful to Jews, which it

describes as
"

"explanations of
Judaism -which have been dis-
couraged since Nostra Aetate.”
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Winning numbers and cards

In last night’s weekly Lotto draw-

ing; the winning numbers were 6,

20, 31, 32, 34, 40 and the addi-

tional ntnuber was 39. .

In yesterday’s. Mifal Hapayis
daily Chance card draw, the
tacky cards were the queen of

sp&te, king of hearts, eight of

diamonds, and jack of dubs.

to condemning i
anHcomificm '1

THE HEliREU UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
T&e Hebrew Umvereity-Hadassah Medical School

announces that a memorial meeting

\ be held for the late.
*

SOM T7

;

4p.m. Thursday; May 9,

. ;
In Lecture HalTHeh, Ground Floor

:
^ University-Htid^sah Medical School,

.

-.EinKerem, Jerusalem

Dr. Ettet Levi-Lahad of the Department
oflnternal Medicine, ShaiareZedek

Ko'hn Prto
and Will lecture on:

Tfce Gene ofAlzheimer's Diseaseon
Chromosome 1; Clinical aiid Mofecaiar Aspects'
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